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PORBWORD

The wol'k af_ efforts described herein were performed by Litton Industries, Eleet_on-

Tube Division, under a two-phase NASA Contraet, ',_AS3-15530. The first phase c_ the

program was directed toward ana_tieal definition, design and assembly of prototype

tubes to be used for competitive evaluation. The seOond phase Included design

improvement, spaee qualification, end delivery of production units.

Duri_ the program there were three pl'ineipal investiffators (Litton Program Managers): "_

Dr. Otto Sauseng, initially during part of Phase I; Mr. 13. D. MeNary during the

remainder of Phase I and part of Phase II; and Mr. C. Lam'enee Jones during the

remainder of the program. Others providing significant contribution to the program

included Dr. G. E. Pokorny, Dr. J. R. M. Vaughan, Messrs. L. R. Bergera, N. Cazacu, R.

S. Cerko, B. J. Hamak, J. Heidenr.eieh, R. L. Holm, R. Lewis, P. G. Marquis, and R.

VanIderstine.

Mr. G. J. Chomos, Spacecraft Teehnology Division, NASA Lewis Researeh Center

(LeRC), was Project Manager.

The author and Litton ETD wish to acknowledge Dr. H. G. Kosmahl, Mr. A. N. Curren,

Dr. D. J. Connolly, Dr. R. Forman, and Mr. G. Richard Sharp of LeRC for technical

assistance provided during the program, and Mr. J. Bozanie of Service & Consulting

A_oeiates, Cupertino, CA, for assistance in preparation of this final report.
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AHSTRAC'r

This final report presents the results of the design, development, and test of

experimental end produetion_tlnlts of a PPM focused traveling, wave tube (L-5394) that

prOduces 225 watts of ew_f power over 85 MHz centered at 1._.080 GHZ. The tube uses •

eoupled cavity rf oieeuit with a velocity taper for greater tl_u_ 26 percent basle

effJeieney. Ove_all efficiency of 50 percent Is aehie,;ed by the Incorporation of

m_tistage depressed eolleetoi" designed at NASA Lewis Reseaeoh CenXer. This collector

is reeled by di_eet radiation to deep spare. The tube was designed to be used for -,-

broadeasting power transmission from a satellite.

The efforts discussed in this report were performed during a two-phase program that

extended from April 1972 through January 1976. The first phase of the program Included

the analytieal and expert_.ental program tO study design techniques, to utilize these

teehniques to optimize the performance (efficiency) of the tubes, and to then assemble a

limited quantity of tubes for competitive evaluation. The second phase of the program

included design improvement of operational and funet|onal Characteristics through

additional testing, qualification of the units for spare applieatiOn, and the produetion of

flight configuration units. A total of thirty two tub_s waS produced dut'ing the Phase II

program. Presently, one tube is in orbit and op_ational via the Communications

Teehnolog_j Satellite (CTS), one is in life test at LeRC, and one is designated flight unit

backup. The remaining tubes ere being utilized in various experimental test projeets.

eL K NOT
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1.0 SUMMARY

This final report describes the development of an experimental PPM focused,

traveling wave tube (TWT) that produces between 200 and 250 wattB of ow rf

output power over an 85 MHz frequetley band centered at 11.080 GHZ. The tube

was developed for use in the Communications Technology Satellite (CTS). The

tube incorporates a coupled cavity rf circuit With a velocity taper to provide

greater than 30 percent basic efficiency. An overall efficiency of 50 percent is

achieved through the use of a multiple stage collector With ten dopressible

elements that is cooled entirely by radiation. To obtain the maximum depressed

collector effiotenoy, a magnetic spent-beam refocusing section is utilized between

_he output of the rf circuit and the collector. The refocusing section allows

reduction of the transverse electron velocities and dilution of the spacecharge at
the entrance to the collector.

The tube was developed during a two phase NASA funded program. Per the initial

contract phase (PhaSe I), two firms were awarded identical R&D contracts. This

phase included the analytical and experimental efforts necessary to provide

assurance that the operational goals Were attainable; to study alternative desi_rn

techniques; to initially optimize the performance of the tubeS; and then assemble

a limited quantity of tubes for competitive evaluation. At the conclusion of the

competitive evaluation, Litton, Electron Tube Division (ETD) was selected as the

single contractor for the Phase II contract which included development,

qualification and pt,oduction of flight units.

During Phase I, five traveling wave tubes, Litton Model L5394, Were faba'icated

and tested. The first device incorporated the basic rf circuit design (without the

velo0ity taper), a modulating anode electron g_m, periodic permanent magnetic i

focusing, refoeusirig solenoid and an undepressed bucket type collector. The tube

provided nee,essaryinteraction and focusing data used to define the large signal i

analysis computer program. The remaining four devices had collector aperture

openingsof 8o and utilized a two step velocity taper and multistage collector for

high efficiency. Some difficulty WM encountered initially with reflections,

instability and osolJlations,and Phase I tubes failed to achieve certain specified

performance requirements due to the high cttctiit rf lossesanddifficulty _enterlng

the frequency band, They did, however, meet the speotf|eatlon rf p_rformance

requirem_,:ts at saturat|on ahd produced225 watts cw output power.

1
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i_ Onetube (8/N 2006)had_,too narrowhot bandwidthand_ sharplypeakedsmall
_ all,hal gain responsebut, on the positiveside,efflotenelesof 30percentwithout

depresBlonand 56percentoverall after depressionand35dbgainweeerecorded,

One tube ($/N 2005) had a properly located and relatively flat power versus

frequencyresponse,but low efficiencyandmarginalgain. THepert)financeof
the deliveredunitsdid show,however,that the problemsor deficienciescouldbe
corrected with additional electrical and mechanical/thermal tests end

i: appropriate designimprovements, Basedon the results obtainedduring the

_ competitiveevaluation,Litton wasawardedthe PhaseII productioneontraet. ,.

DuringPhaseII, a total of twenty sevenadditionaltubeswere fabri_a,,-dand

tested. Prior to the initiationof manufactureof flight modelunits,the problcm_

or deficienciesrevealed during PhaseI, andlater encounteredduHnt',Phasr _
testing, requiredresoltltion. Theseincluded:

A. Incorrect frequency positioning with the tendency ,,L'th _.power and gain peak

to be below the lower band edge (12.038 GHz) and power and gain deficiency
at the high frequency end (12.123 GHz).

B. The small signal gain variation across the specified frequency band (12.038 to

12.123 GHz) was about 10 dB, well in excess of the specification reqtdrement.

C. The cathode support sleeve could riot tolerate the shock and vibration test

requirements.

D. The cathodes were operating at a temperature too high to meet the long life

_: l'equirement9.
i,
i

! E. The electrodes of the multistage collectol' were supported by U-tabs which

were welded between cylinders brazed to the ceramic rods and the vacuum
enclosure. These U-tabs failed during vibration tests.

F The collector, with its relatively large area electrodes had tendencies towar_

exCesSivearcing, primarilyafter longperiodsof tube shutoff.

.o _ ,

,!/. i
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Due to schedule and monetary restrictions, not aU of the pmsible corrective

meastces identified were incorporated or implemented in the flna! flight desig_
units. Tho_e items considered most cost effective and essential to launch or

operation were implemented.

The tubes fabricated during Phase II represented numerous unit configurations

since various alternatives for subassembly design and fabrication were incor-

porated. The early fabricated units were assigned to a variety of performance
area,

measurements, tests, verifications, and one (S/N 2025) was used for transmitter

equipment package qualification testing. Presently, oL.the flight configuration

units manufactured, one tube (S/N 2022).is in orbit and opertional via the

Communications Technology Satellite, S/N 2029 is in life test at LeRC, and S/N

2025 is designated prime flight unit. backup. Other units are being utilized in

various experimental test projects.

The TWT is comprised of five major subassemblies including the (1) electron gun,

(2) rf circuit or body, (3) refocusing section, (4) collector, and (5) lntee-

face/mechanical items. In order to optimize the tube performance, alternative

subassembly configurations and fabrication techniques were analyzed via com-

puter simulation studies during the R&D phase. These analyses were updated and

refined during l_hase ]I, and the units fabricated during this phase reflected these

updates. The computer analyses of major complexity included the large signal

analysis, small signal analysis, rf circuit analysis, and thermal analysis.

3
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_" S.O INTRODUCTION

_ The program described in this report is part of an extensive effort directed by

_ NASA Lewis Research Center to develop satellite communication systems

,,._i-i, powerful enoughto bl_adcast directly to individual end receivers rather than to

_:;_ ground based distribution systems. These efforts were initiated With detailed

i( studies on several types of power amplifiers for such a system, one of which was

,_ an .Analytical Study Program to Develop the Theoretical Design of Traveling
_ Wave TubeS" by NASA Contract NAS3-9719.1 An outgrowth of this study was a

_, number of development and feasibility evaluation programs which included (11 •

i_I high efficiency solenoid focused 12.2 GHz, 4 kW ew coupled cavity traveling we,'"

_'. tube (Contract NAS3-13728), 2 (2) development of a high power 12 GHz. PPM

_ focused traveling wave tube (Contract NAS3-14391) 3, zld (3) the Litton Electron

;i!_i Tube Division (ETD) design, development and production of 200 W ew, high

I:_ efficiency traveling wave tube at 12 GHz (Contract NAS3-15830). All of these

_ above mentioned efforts were_In_direct support of the Communications Tech-
.¢

i_, nology Satellite program.

_!' This introductory section provides the reader With some knowledge of the entire

NASA program and, in particular, 8 summary of the Litton effort under Contract

NA83-15830. Through the Litton effort addressed herein, the Model L-5394 TWT

_. shown in figure 9.-1 was designed, developed and tested and is currently operating
_. in space aboard the CTS satellite.

'!Ii '" 2.1 CTS PROGRAM DISCUSSION

i" _he CTS was designed and is eu_renUy being utilized by a number of ng_neles

under dit.ection of NASA end the Canadian Department of CommUnications. The

C'I_ is a high power communieations satellite that makes possible the reeeptien of

television and two way vol_ communtOatio_ using small, |ow cost ground

I_ terminals. Communleatlons lit_ks tO different parts of Canada and the United_, States (ineiudi_ _a and ilawali) _ve been established to support various t_'I_
_/ communications e]q)eriments in the areas of edueatlon, health and information

_ services. CTS was launched into synchronous orbit by a Delta 2914 launch vehicle

_i" in January 197_. An artist's drawing of the CTS in orbit is shown in figure _-2.

s ........ ':,: i :=.:: ,r .......... :, :::==,:, ....... , ......... : :, ..... _ :_=: , ....... ::=, :=== :=_::................. ............... ............ ........ ::, _: :
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Figure 2-2. CTS in Orbit (Shields Removed)
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One of the major responsibilities of the United States in the CT_ program was to

prOVidea high power Transmitter Experiment Paoksge (TE¥). The TEP is used as

the final amplifier in the spacecraft Super High Frequency (SHY) transponder as

shown in figure 2-3. The transponder receives signals at 14 OHz, translates,

amplifies and transmits these signals at 12 GHZ. Two 85 MHz ohannels are

processed through the transponder with one ehannel amplified to 200 watts

through the TEP and the other amplified to 20 watts by a low power traveling

wave tube. The 100 mW OST drive power is tapped from one of the 20W Output

Tubes. The frequency plan for the CTS is shown in figure 2-4. -*-

The transmitter experiment paekage (TEP) Is made up of two major subassemblies,

the Output Stage Tube (OST) and the Power Proeessor Sub-system (PPS) as shown

in figure 2-5. The principal objectives of the TEP development are:

1. To demonstrate in space an amplifier operating with an effieieney greater

than 40 pereent and a saturated rf Output power greater than 180 watts at

a froqUeney of 12 GHz.

2. To demonstrate reliable high efflelendy performan(_.e for a transmitter

experiment package for 2 years in a space environment, and

3. To obtain fundamental data for further advancement in the state-of-the-

art of high power mierowave amplifier op6rations in space.

The cross seetton drawing of the OST (wtth major subassemblies) is shown in figure

2-6. A photograph of the display model OST cross section with packaging and

endplates removed is shown in figure 2-7. The OST is a linear beam traveling
w_ve tube (TWT) amplifier. It achieves a high level of efficient operation by

ineorporeti_g two unique design features, a velocity taper of the slow-wave

structure and a ten element depressed eoUeetor ($ potentials different from

cathode and body potential). The velocity taper design allows the electron beam

to remain in phase at the collector end and the MDC is arranged so the electrons

can he eolieeted at or near zero potential These design features have produced

an overall OST effle|ehey of approximately 50 percent with 200 watts Of saturated
&

rf output at 13 OHz.

?
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Receive Band 27 Receive Band 1./

14.010 14.095 14.025 14.290 GHz

Transmit Band 2 Trarmmit Band 1
(90W) -I (200W)7 ""

Down Ltt_k I

11.843 11.928 12.038 12.123 GHz

Figure 2-4. CTS Frequency Plan

OUtpUt Stage Tube _ _ )

Power Processing

Subsystem _ _,I. ! _ !

: FigUre 2-S. TEP MoUnting Configuration
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Figure 2-6. OST, C_Oss Section Drawing
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For operation, the OST requires several high voltages. The cathode voltage and

cut're,t are -11.2 kY at _7 ma, The 10 collector voltages step from the 10th

collector element (cathode potential) to the second in 10 percent increments Of

the cathode voltage. The first coUect is tied to ground (body potential). The

toad on each collector supply varies _ a function of rf drive. Two Ion pumps on

the OST provide telemetry information of internal tube pressure, and require a

voltage of 3.2 kV. The cathode heater requires a low voltage supply that opt:ares

at cathode potential. An anode is used as an ion trap and requires a positive 250

V potential with respect to the body. ...

In the complete TEP, the OST is physically mounted onto the PPS with a variable

conductance heat pipe system to eat't_, the heat away fr-)m the baSeplate of the

tube to a radiating surface. The TEP is so situated on the spacecraft as to permit

the collector cover to radiate directly to space. Four thermtstot's mounted on the

OST are used as temperature sensors. TWo diode detectors in the OST output

waveguide circuit are used to monitor incident and reflected rf powe_. The TEP

signal conditions all TEP sensors for spacect_aft telemetry, instrumeiltation has

been ineerpot'ated into the TEP tO permit determination of the O5"1'performance.

The function of the power processor (PPS) is to convert power drawn from the

solar array into the rot'ms required by the Various system elements. In addition to

providing regulated voltages to the output stage tube, the power processor _tso
t

provides the instrumentation, command, and _roteetion functions for the total

system.

_.2 RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT (PHASE I) CONTRACT DEFINITION

The OST utilized in the CTS was developed under a twO-phase NASA contract.

The first phase was performed under parallel, |dentieal contracts, by two

contractors, (Litton, Electron Tube Division and Hughes Aircraft, Elect_n

. Dynamics Division). _his research and development phase included the analytical

and experimental efforts neceSSary to provide assurance that the operatlonai goals

for the OST were attainable, to study alternative design teehn(ques, to initially

optimizQ the performance characterlsties of the tube, and to then assemble &

12
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limited quantity of tubes-for competitive evaluation. During this p_se,
contractual reqUirementsand tube performance _pee|fieation values were as listOd

in tables 2-I and _-2, raspectlwly.

The tubes fabricated during the later period of this R&D phase lneorpemated the

multistage depressed collector designed by LeRC, and also incorporated several

: other design feattmes that had not previously been used in spaec applications.

These ineloded: (1) an electron gun using a barium impregnated tungsten cathode;

(2) a high power coupled cavity rf eireu|t with a velocity taper for high basic ...

efficiency; (3) a beam refecusing seetlon for high overall efficiency; and (4)

radiation cool/ng of the collector to minimize the thermal load On the satellite

system.

During Phase I, three Litton Model L-5394 traveling wave tubes Were fabricated

and tested. The first device inc_orpol'ated the basic ef circuit design (without the

velocity taper), a modulating anode electron gun, periodic permanent magnetic

focusing, refocusing solenoid and an undeptbessed bucket type collector. The tube

provided necessary interaction and focusing data used to define the large signori

analysis computer program. The remaining two devices had collector aperature

half-armies of 0 ° and utilized a two step velocity (period) taper and the multistage

collector for high efficiency. Some difficulty was encountered initiatly with

reflectionS, instability and oscillations, and therefore, the initial tubes failed to

achieve certain specified performance requirements due to the high circuit rf

losses and a mode instability. They did, however, meet the specification rf

performance at saturation by producing 925 watts cw output power.

One tube (S/N 2006) had a too narrow hot bandwidth and a sharply peaked small

signal gain response but, on the positive side, effielencies of 30 percent without

depression and 56 percent overall after depression and 35 dB gain were recorded.

One tube (SIN 2005) had a properly located and relatively flat power versus

frequency response, but an inadequate efficiency and marginal gain. The

performance Of the Phase I delivered units indicated that the problems or

deficiencies could be corrected with additional electrical and mechanical/thermal

tests and appropriate design improvements. Ba_ed Onthe rasult_ obtained during

the competitive evaluation of Phase I efforts, Litton was awarded the Phase 11

pl_luetion contract.

13
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Table 2-1. Phase I Contractual ReqUlt'ementB/Tasks

Tro_urees neoessary to conceive, analyze, optimize, design,
fabricate, test, evaluate, and deliver EngineeringTest Model OST's, with
attendant OST design information.

Soecifie TaSks:

1. Generate a design for a TWT meeting the design Specifications. ""

2. Conduct a computer analysis of the design to:

(a) Verify analytically that the design will meet the specifications.

(b) Disclose by variation of parameters what design modifieations wiU
result in an optimized design achieving the highest interaction
efficiency within the bounds of the specifications.

3. Optimize the design of Item 1 based upon the results of (b).

4. Fabricate one TWT to the optimized design.

5. Test the TWT per specification and submit the raw data to NASA.

6. Design and fabrleate a multistage depressed collector (MDC), based upon
a preliminary field configuration and apet,ature sizes supplied by LeRC.

?. Integt,ste the MDC developed in Task 6 with a TWT into a preliminary
eST.

8o Test the preliminary OST to determine the extent to which the
preliminary OST meets the OST specification.

9. Update the MDC design based upon the results of Task 8 testing.

10. Fabric.ate an MDC to the modified MDC design of Ta_ 9, integrate it
with the TWT developed Task 8, and test this updated eST. DeliVer unit
to LeRC.

1i. Generate a design for an ETM OST meeting the qpeeifieations.

12. Fabricate three ETM OST'Sto the design of Task 11.

13. Test the ETM OST's to determine that they meet the specifications, and
submit test data. Deliver OST to LeRC.

14. Perform a preliminary OST design study to provide design information for
the Ti'ansmltter Experiment Package Design. The study shall Ineluae
documentation of the following:

(a) A drawing, showing size and/or loCation of the OST, input and output
waveguides, el_etrieal intereonneetions for power and instrumen-
tation.

(b) Weight of the OST.

....._ (e) Method of OST mounting.

" 14
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Table 2-1. Phase! ContractualRequirements/Tasks(Continued)

 ASK
.o. Dc xP o.

. e

(d) Thermal Interface requirementdefiningOBTmounting,temperature
limitations, and thermal lOsaes.

(e) A drawing showing the meehanleal interface between _lP_i' and TEP
Withmechanical intereonneetions,

(f) The OBT voltges, rut,rent, reg_lation and ripple requirements,
method of application and dynamic requirements for startup, method
of removal for shutdown and surge eurrent limitations. CoUeetOr ...
voltages and computed currents to be based on the TWTdesign of
Task 1.

(10 Measurements, level of signals, types and location of connectors.

(h) Eleetrieal input power, voltage, currents, types and loeatlon of
connectors and/or Inte_onneetlons.

(i) Caleulated mag_etle moment of OfT.

(J) Calculated weight, C.G. and moments of inertia of the OfT.

(k) A powerschedulelisting OfT operationalpower='equirements.

(1) An estimate of gain vs frequencyfor outputlevels-5 dB, -3 riB, and
at _aturatlon.

(m) Definition of a tubeparameter whichran be usedaSan Indicationof
overdrivegreater than5 dB.

15. Fabricate and deliver three Conflat vacuum flangeswith rf input and
outputwaveguides,onedynamtemassmodelof the OST,andonethermal
model of the OfT.

16. Seleet._aterlals used on the OSTand suitable for operation in a vacuum
(1 x 10-o Torr). DelJve_ the list to the NASA PreJeet Manager for
evaluation.

17. Review and provide comments on the CTS Interface Requirements
Document.

18. Design, fabricate and deliver one geometric model of the OST showing
the location of eleetrleal eolmeeto_ and method of attachment to the
spacecraft.

19. Doeument the results of Phase I in report form, and p_ovide a presentation
to NASA Pi.oJeetManager.

15
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Table 2-_. Phase [ TWT Design Spe_ifieatiens
/

ITEM
NO. PARAMETER VALOR TOLERANCE

it

;. 1. Frequency, OHz 12.038 to 17.123 N/A

,_, 2. Efficiency, Percent 196) 50 Minimum
t,

3. Rf Power at saturation, Watts 200 Mlntm,Jm

,_: 4. Ba.dwtdth, small signal, MHz 85 to 250 N/A

5. Saturated gain in passband, dB 33 11 --'

6. 2nd. order phase deviation, Deg./MHz 2 0.2 Maximum

i, 7. Noise figUre, dB 40 Maximum
,e ,

_:: 8. IBeam transmission at saturation, 95 Minimum
: pereent (%)

9. Power toload(VSWR 1.25),Watts 200 Minimum
,' [

' I0. 'Cathode voltage, Volts 18,000 Maximum

: Ii. Collectorregionleakagefield, 0.5 Maximum
i percent (%1

12. Differontial gain, any frequency 0 +0.5 (max)
_: (from oonstant _ain with power
,_ output from -70 dBm to 3 dB
i_,; below saturation), dB

;'. 13. 2nd and 3rd harmonle content -7 Maximum

_: of rf output, dBm

_i,_ 14. Spurious outputS:

_i. , (a)Ina 4 KHz band,14.0to14.3 -40 Maximum
,}; GHz, dBm
::!_!: (b) In a 100 MHz band, 10.0 to 18.0 -40 Maximum.
,_!, GHZ, dBm

_!.:. 15. Power input without -5 Maximum
._: damage/operation effect, dBm
;i:;

18. Design life, years 2 Minimum

+, lf. Refocusing teolmlque Beam coil or PPM N/A
_.,
_:. 18 FoCusing field PPM N/A

-C"

.,
'_,

q4:'

t ,
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2,3 QUALIFICATION AND DELIVERY OF OST FLIGHT HARDWARE (PHASE II)

Utilizing the experimental OS_s resulting from Phase I effor_ as a quantitative

basis upon which to proceed, Phase II was concerned with the optimization of

design through additional testing and problem resolution, qualification of units to

meet CTS spacecraft environmental exposta'e, and delivery of flight hardware.

The specification performance values of the tube for the Phage 1I units were not

altered significantly from the Phase I units. Several specification values were

relaxed slightly to compensate for production unit variations. The intent of Phase ---

U effort was to improve the operating characteristics of the tube to the extent

possible while performing the eontraetor activities shown in table 2-3.

During Phase H, a total of twenty seven_tubes were fabricated and tested. Prior

to.the initiation-of manufacture of flight model units, the problems or deficiencies

revealed during Phase I and later encoUntered duping Phase H testing, required

resolution. These included:

A. Incorrect frequency positioning with the tendency of the power and gain peak

to be below the lower band edge (12.038 GHz) and power and gain defleieney at

the high frequency end (12.123 GHz).

El. The smell signal gain variation aet'oss the specified frequency bemd (12.038 to

12.123 GHz) was about 10 dB, well in excess of the specification requirement.

C. The cathode support sleeve..eould not tolerAt_ the shock and vibration teSt

requirements.

D. The cathodes were operating lit a temperature too high to meet the long life

requirements. 1

The electrodes of the multistage collector were supported by U-tabs which iE.

were welded between eyUnders braz_l to the ceramic rods and the vacuum
1

enclosure. The_e U-tabs failed during vibration tests.

F. The collector with its relatively large area electrodes had a strong tendency

toward exeessive arcing, primarily after long shut off periods o_ the tube. 1

17
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Table 2-3. Phase II, Contract Activities

TASK DESCRIPTION
NO.

AR General Task

Utilizing the experimental OST's resulting from the Phase I effort as a
quantitative baSis upon which to proceed, Phase II includes qualification
and delivery of flight hardware. Provide all labor, personnel, and
facilities neeessary to: fabricate and test the OST's, support PPS and _ST
compatibility tests, perform limited burn-in testing on two (2) QF OST's,
and deliver qualified flight model OST's. "

Specific Tasks

1. Support a system c_ompatibility test of the ETM OST, ETM power
processing system, driver amplifier, load and AGE. The OST will be
operated from zero to saturated rf output power to demonstrate the
compatibility of the OST with the supporting system.

2. Develop acceptance teSt procedures, provide test faeflitleS, design and
fabrieate supporting test hardware for the Qualification-Flight OST and
p_vide applicable Test Requirement Documents.

3. Generate a baseline design document for a QF OST meeting the
specifications. The design shall be based upon the ETM OST's developed in
Phase I and the results of the system compatibility testing.

4. Fabricate and teSt QF OS'_s to the approved baseline design. Provide rf
acceptance test and deliver..eight (8) QF OST's to LeRC.

5. ProVide, for each QF OST, a data package containing a c_mplete
description of the rf acceptance testing, mechanical inspection arid other
data per the baseline document.

6. Provide to NASA the final updated design drawings or as built if
conStruction differs from the baseline design.

7. I Upon completion of rf acceptance testing, subject two (2) QF OST's to ohe
I month electrical-life tests.

8. Design and fabrieate suitable containers for OST delivery and storage.

9. Review _Ii of the CRC speeifleationS to determine any discrepancies that
may exist between the CRC specifications and the Contract 8peeifi-

: eations.

10. Review and provide comments Oh the CTS interface requirements
document.

11. FabriCate two rf test systems for production and qu_difleation testing.

18
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' 3.0 DIllON APPROACH AND TRADFa-OF'FCOMItWBRAT_HlJ

The basic design approach for the TWT was guided by the requirementfor high !i.
average output power with reliable operation and long life potential The ecupled

cavity circuit wasJudgedto be the only type capable of providing this high power

level as a result of Its superior thermal properties. A velocity taper was choeJen

for efficiency enhancement rather than a voltage Jump for _easonsof reliablity.

Brillouin flow beam focusing with low cathode loading was used,consistent with

:. long life design. The values or approaeh taken in oaeb case was baaed On the -,-

result of the computer analye_m,test measurame_:_, and in/lueneed by factors
: outlined in this seetJon.

'" 3.1---- SUMMARY OF 8P."_IFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Those specifications which most directly effect the choice of design parameters

r ' _e frequency, power, and efficiency. Frequency and power, taken together, place

_ limits on the mechanical design due to thermal considerations. The choice of

alternative eireuit and beam parameters for high efficiency, in part eonflleted

_., With the selected thermal design. The required performance of the tube

represented edgnifie_mt advemcement_ /n the state of the art, especially with

respect tO efficiency enhancement and the thermal design.

- Efficiency enhancement was aeeompl/shed by velocity _ynehroniZation of the

!. circuit wave and beam waveusinga velocity taper near the output of the etreuit.

=_, The initial tubes were designed to permit e_eriment.al evaluation of advanced

mulUstage collector deprelmion schemes for f_'ther efficiency enhancement. For

-:* this purposeprovisions Were made to replace the conventional depressedcollector

_,_ by a variety of mulUste_e collectors and include a refocusing section between

output coupler and first collector stage, This type of struetura can conveniently

be combined with em integrated perlodle permanent magnet (PPM) focusing

= confllp_atlon, such that portions of the c/fault structure (cavity walls and

rarefies) are edmultaneously uemO_ pole plecU for the focusing confl_m_atien.

..,-, These parts are fabricated from copper _inee the eapabLlJtyof such a design could

-" better meet the requirements for thermal llow and elubsequent radiation cooling.
i'

<
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Sinee the focusing quality of a PPM tube is generally lower than that of the same

size solenoid foeusod tube, power losses due to beam interception Were, therefore,

expected to be higher. The power handlin_ eapability of Such a conventional PPM

focused tube was considered marginal for the spoeified power level. Speoial

advanced thermal design features were ineol'porated into the tube, inRluding a

thiek eOpper cladding of the magnetie focusing system in whiRh the internal pole

pieces conSist of magnetic ferrules With copper (rather than iron) webs to further

|rapt'ova their thermal eonduRtanee. The coupled cavity slow wave stx'uRture was

selected over a helix type slow wave eirRuit because its all metal structure .,.

provides improved heat transfer and thermal eapaRity. TemperatUres of the

circuit remain lower at any given output power and the tendency toward

eatastrophie failure is minimized. This is especially important above the 200 watt

level because it iS expected to result in higher tube reliability and longer tube

lifo.

The focusing system incorporated Alnico 8 magnets which exhibit high magnetie

performance with exceptional uniformity in character|sties. These magnets were

subSeqUently replaced by similar samarium cobalt magnets. 111addition, the initial

tubes incorporated several unique features designed to allow use of the tube as a

test unit for experimental evaluation of a variety of multistage collector

configurations and related design alternatives.

The cold to hot bandwidth ratio of 15:1 was seleeted to reduce eireuit losses, and

the band Renter was placed below a phase shift of 1.2_ per eavity in order to raise

the interaction impedance. The perveanRe selected was 62.5 riP, and a collector

aperture opening of 6 ° Was utilized in the initial designed units. The primary

specification requirements that imparted the initial tube design a_e shown in table

3-I.

The initial rf circuit design was based on rf cold tests and computer analysis, the

development of an electron gun design Was based on computer prediction

techniques and experimental verification, and the development of the beam

fcousing design was based on computer prediction and experimental verifieation

through magnetic field mea_ements.

2O
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Table 3_1. PHmary Specification Requirements, Phase I
; m |

ITEM PARAMETER VALUE
J i

1 Frequency 12.038 to 12.123 GHz

2 Efficiency SOpereent, minimum

3 Power Output 200 watts, minimum

4 Bandwidth 86 to 250 MHz

S Saturated Gain 33 dB, minimum

6 Noise Figure 40 dB, maximum

? Cathode Voltage 16 kV, maximum

8 Design Life 2 years

"* The _ecifie value initial design or approach selected for eaeh $ubassembly was

_ based Onthe results of the computer analyses, test meem_ments, mtd influenced

" by factors outlined in this section.

, 3.2 INITIAL ELECTRICAL DESIGN

" Five traveling wave tubes were scheduled to be I_Llt to verify the analytical

" design. Only three units were oompletely assembled,and the parts of the other

• two Were used for subassembly test and design verification. The test results.for

the three assembled TWOs are shown in table 3-2. The specification values, and

., the meas_ed (or observed) values are shown to provide a reedy comparison of

spedifled versus designed.

• . The comparison of the specification values with the measured eleetrieal values

shows that of the three units, niost of the specifications were demonstrated by the

•: initial design, but no single tube provided all of the electrical limits. The results

did indicate that the specified l/Nits were preb_bly obtainable. SOme of the

operational values were based on interpretations of measurement curves and in

part are discussed below. Representative graphiO.al presentations of some of the

recordihgs of these initial units in test are also presented in th/s seetion.
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Table 3-2. Performanee Values, Phase I Units
f

FUNCTIONAL SPEC. UNIT UNIT UNIT
CHARACTERISTIC VALUE NO. i NO. 2 NO. 3

"* S/N9003 S/N2005 S/N2006

Interaction Efflelency 30% 2896 26% 33%

Center Frequency, GHZ 12.0805 11.960 - 12.065

RP Power Output 200 W 1T5 W 200 W 200 W

3 dB Band,Width,MHs 85-250 210 MHz 200 MHz 150 MHz

Saturated Galn 33 dB 35 dB 35 dB 38.5 dB

PPM Focus - Except All PPM All PPM
Refocus

Noise Figure 40 dB 40 dB Not Mess. 30 dB

' Beam Transmission 95% 96% 83% 90%
at Saturation

MaXimum Voltage 16 kV 12 kV 11.8 kV 11.3 kV

Shielded Collector - yes yes yes

Cu Bar to Base - yes yes yes

2nd & 3rd Harmonic -7 dBw -10 tlBw Not Mess. -10 dBw

SpuriousOutput -$7 dew -S0 dew Not Meas. -50 dBw

Weight 12.25 kg 15.45 kg 12.23 kg 15.45 kK
• ( 71be.) (34lbs.) (27lbs.) (34lbs.)

Figure 3-1 is a plot of the output power (in (IBm) in relationShip to frequency

(from 12.000 GHz to approximately 12.125 GH_) at saturation. Note that the

eu_e is relatively flat about the center frequency of 12.050 Otlz, and that the

Dower level is above or elose to the 200 watt level from 12.0_0 to 19.065 MHs. A

slight d/p in the output/s shownalmost at the center frequency, and peek power is

reached at approximately 12.035 GHz. At 10 dB below saturation the position of

peak power output remains at the same frequency, but the upper band edge falls

more rapidly, as expected, This Is shown 1. figure 3-:L

23
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Prequeney (GHz)

Figure 3-2. OutpUt I0 dB Below Saturation (S/N 2006)
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The s_turation curves (drive vs. output in (iBm) are shown in figure 3-3 for six

frequencies, about the center frequency. The frequencies at which the

measurements were made are shown 011 the figure. The relative phase

measurements (st varying levels below saturation) ere shown in figure 3-4. The

incremental _tope of the resultant curves can then be used to show the derivative

phase vs. frequency relationship (d6/df). The power output (in watts), versus

freqe_eney at different drive power, cathode voltages and Ourrent levels is shown

in figure 3-5. Figure 3-6 shows the frequency versus output power (diS), with the

Yo at 11 kV, end at the five curves below saturation. The relative phase shift

(_ in degrees) versus frequency at varying Vo iS shown in figure 3-7. The results

shown yield approximately 25°/500 V. - 0.05 °/V. phase shift. A composite of four

curves for a Phase I unit at -6 dB and +6 dB,.__h Vo at 11 Kv and 12 kV are shown

in figure 3-8,

3.3 FINAL r)_1c;N CONFIGURATION

During the second phase of the contract (flight unit qualtf,'eation and peOduetion

unit delivery), a total of twenty seven tubes were essemblcd, fabl.ieated, and/or

tested. The final design configuration is representative of approximately the later

half of the tubes fabrleated. Those include the flight unit, and tNo flight beck-up

units. The test results summary for representative final design configuration units

is shown in_table 3-3. The physical dimensions of the flight unit are shown in

figure 3-9 and the measured values are provided in table 3-4. Most of the

subassemblies analyzed and developed during the R&D phase (I) were utilized in

the final design. The measured power output eurve representative of the final

design configuration is shown in figure 3-10.

Of the three major subassemblies comprising the OST, the most extensive design

effort was completed on the tube body (rf cit.euit) subassembly. The final tube

circuit as shown in figure 3-11, is sepal'ated into three glfln sections by two

internal severs. No other tube stabilization techniques _e used, such as lois

buttons Or distributed loss_ For efficiency enhancement, the output section

incorporates a two step veloe/ty taper as shown in figure 3-12. A comparison of

computed eleetrenie efficiency with and without velocity taper is shown in figure

3-i3. The tube is normally operated in "undei.vOltaged" condition (Velocity

: 25
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Watts

50 100

O
Curve No. 1 - 12.024 GH_

2 -12.038
3 -12.065

40 10Watts 4 - 12.080
5 -12.107
6 -12.123

• so , I , I i ...........
0 10 20 30

Drive (dBm) ,1

Figure 3-3. _ituretlon CurVes (S/H 2005}
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VA = 5S0V

Vo : 11 kV

Pin: Asshown

-ldBi
45 "

- 1

o - 10dB

-14dB

35 "

, i i i i ' * , I , i ,
11.$5 11.90 11.95 12.00

Prequeney(GHs)

Figure 34. Relative Output Power (8/N 2006) 29
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Table 3-3, Performanoe Summary, Phase II Units

TUBE TUBE TUBE
PARAMETER MEASURED No. 1 No. _ No. 3

S/N 2022 S/N 202S S/N 2034
i

Output Power (w)

1.2040 MHz 239 216 255 .--

12080 MHz 222: 231 231

12120 MHZ 191 210 229

Gain at Saturation (dB)

12040 MHz. _ 30.8 30.3 31.1

12080 MHz 30.5 30.6 30.6

12120 MHz 30.0 30.3 30.6

Overall Effieieny
at Saturation_(%)

12040 MHZ 50.6 45.2 53.1

12080 MH_ 48,6 47,3 50.8

=2120 MHz 44.5 45.9 52.0

Transmission (%DC) 98.1 98.4 99,0

TransmiSsion (% Sat.) 95.5 93.6 96.8

Cathode Voltage, Ek -11150 -11300 -11400

Anode Voltage, Ee 250 250 300

Cathode Current, Ik 76.0 77.2 78.0

NOTE: No. 1 - CTS Flight Unit (QF-4)
No. 2 - Flight Back-up (QP-3)
No. 3 - Flight Back-up (QF-7)
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_ ?able 3-4. OST F|Ight Unit Physiea! Dimensions

t._' (Refer to Figure 3-'9)!_. _ DIMENSION REQUIRED, INCHES (CM) ACTUAL, INCHES (CM)

i! I 20.000 Max. (50.800 Max.) 19.840 (50.394)

}i 2 5.970 ± .060 (15.164 ± .152)_ 5.940 (15.088)

3 2.500 Max. (6.350 Max.) 1.80 (4.572)

_ 4 1.000 Max. (2.540 Max.) 1.027 (2.609)

_ 5 4.567 +_.030 (11.600 i .076) 4.505 (11.443)

6 8.790 _+.050 (22.327 i .076) 8.796 (22.342)

7 1.000 Max. (2.540 Max.) .840 (2.134)

8 2.750 _+..030 (6.985 +_.076) 2.808 ('/.132)

9 2.950 +..030 (7.493 .+.076) 2.926 (7.432)

10 9.300 ± .060 (23.622 ± .152) 9.243 (25.477)

_, 11 3.700 _+.080 (9.$98 _+.203) 3.650 (9.271)

'_. 12 6.550 + .080 (16.637 _ .203) 6.525 (16.574)

13 9.790 +_.030 (24.867 :!:.076) 9.780 (24.841)

14 2.610 +_.010 (6.629 _+.025) 2.580 (6.553)

• 15 5.000 +_.060 (12.700 +..152) 4.980 (12.649)

I 18 1.125 * .030 (2.958 _+.076) 1.130 (2.870)

17 4.000 ! .060 (10.160 :f:.152) 4.046 (10.277)

18 6.782 +__.030 (17.226 ± .076) 6.784 (17.231)

19 7.445 ± .030 (18.910 ± .076) 7.458 (18.943)

20 2.025 :t:.030 (,_.144 ± .076) 2.069 (5.255)

21 4.000 ± .030 (10.100 _ .076) 4.000 (10.160)

22 2.125 _+.030 (5.398 +..076) 2.096 (5.324)

23 6.350 -+.270 (21.210 +..686) 8.326 (21.148)

24 13.050 ± .050 (33.147 ± .12'/) 13.060 ($$.172)
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parameter b : 0) In order to assure good beam bunching for velocity eesyn-
ehronlZation.

The length of the output _ein section (prior to the velocity taper)is la_e enoUgh

to avoid efficiency del_adatio_ due to sever effects. The estimated small signal

gain In t/tie 9action is 23 to 26 dB. The velocity taper was designedwith the aid of

a large signal computer program using eireuit parameters based on the cold test

date. The analysis takes the reduction of the |nteraetion Impedance in the taper

into account, as well as the Increase of the losses in the taper. Empirically the .._

interaction impedance KT in the tapex was found to be reduced proportional to the

square of the phase-velocity reduction (period t'eduetion). The losses LT in the
tape_ section tend to increase Inveegely with impedance. The predicted electronic

efficiency was 95 percent at 12.080 GHz, compared to meaSured values of 25 to

30 percent. Without a velocity taper the electronic efficiency would have been on

the order of 15 percent. The rf circuit lossesare predicted to cause a reduction

of the electronic efficiency to 70 percent of the efficiency obtainable with a

lessless circuit.

$.4 TRADE-OFF AND PROBLEM CONSIDERATIONS

Several major trada-off analyses were accomplished during the combined

theoretieal/eXperimantal and fabrieation/qtlaliflcation effort for the TWT. As

design p_pressed, and units were fabricated and tested, several problems became

apparent and corrective aetion or modification was defined and implemented.

Table 3-5 shoWs the major trade-off studies considered, and their respective

outcome or design decision. The design or fabrication problems encountered and i

the suggeSted (or implemented) corrective actions are listed in table 3-6. In some 1

oases there is no descriptive explanation for the particular design dec_ion or I

corrective action implemented, but the final TWT design reflects the alter'native

or aeUon selected. In some othor situations, the design oJ_particulae subsystems

or parts is described in the following sections of this report.

sD
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Table 3-5. Design Teade-off Studies/Alternatives

OUTCOME, RE_OLUTION
ITEM STUDY TITLE OR COMMENT

1. Efficiency vs. Spec. Parameters As shown by test results of each
TWT.

2. Efficieneyvs. Thermal/Meehanical Semeted improved materials for
Design thermal design, optimized radiation

from MDC Jacket. ...

3. Perveance and Bandwidth Ratio Parveance set at 62 nP, cold tO hot
bandwidth ratio at 15:1.

4. Bandwidth vs. Circuit Losses As shown by test of individual
units.

5. Kidney vs. Thin Slot Coupling Thin Slot coupling utilized.

6. Voltage Jump vs. Velocity Taper Velocity taper selected for design.

7. Optimization of Velocity Taper Design SeleCtion included 2-stage
taper.

8. Gun and Focusing Design Utilized electrostatic beam ana-
lyzer and inhouse gtm and cathode
fabrication.

9. Multistage Collector Design As described in MDC seetion of
this report; 10 element unit
designed by LeRC.

10. Refocusing Definition (Solenoid Permanent magnet design selected.
vs. peMnanent magnet)

11. Refocusing Magnet and Pole Design is _flected in current
Piece Design configuration.

4O
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Table 3-6. Design Problems and Corrective Actions

ITEM DESCRIPTION SUGGESTED ACTION

I. SensitiVity of the Kidney Slot Provide additional design/test
Circuit effort on the kidney slot circuit.

%

_.- Low Power "1. Build circUitS of varying slot
and kidney designs for additional
tests. ,,_

3. Low Gain > "< 2. Revise circuit taper.

4. Low Efficiency 3. Add cavities to the input
secUon.

j i%

5. Secondary emission from the Shorten spike, _ange processing
collector plates, procedures for electrodes.

6. Refocus magnet optimization Continue to use solenoid for setup
Design new permanent magnet
refocus assemblies.

7. Collector gas accumulation Operate tube with collector Jacket
temperature greater than 200_C.
Provide longer bakeouts.

8. Cathode support damage during Establish a second 8our_ vendor as
vibration tests, a bark-up. Specify tests to

identify potential faulty
construction.

9, Damage to collector element Improve design to lnsm_ compli-
supports during vibration test. ante to vibration requirements.

Strengthefl support geometry.

10. Tubesoldegassyr]ng.-after bus bat bond.AttachbUs bars using 56C Eoco-

11. Temperature _enSitivity of Design Hi q metal cavity to ro-
equalizer, place HI q dielectric resonator.

ChaNge resonator Stub material
from aluminum to Kovar.

41
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4.0 ANALYTICAl, DIllON

The designof the TWT evolved through a combined theoretical and experimented

effort. The analytical design included the utilization of Nveral existing bitten

computer Simulation models and application of analyses/results of similar

programs. This section presents the discussionof the analytical design effort as

they allgp.!L__tothe tube definition andSubassemblyselection.
ellb.

4.1 REVIEW OF THEORETICAL DESIGN

The theoretical analyses completed on the tube as a complete unit included the

large signal analysis, the small signal analysis, and the thermal/mass analysis.

Those completed on the subassembliesincluded the eleetron gun definition; rf

focusing, refocusing, input/output section optimization, and multistage depressed

collectol" design finalization, in pert, the cUseussiorl of the analytical design is

reflected, or in some oases partially redundant to the discussion of the mechanical

design of the pertieular subassembly. Table 4-1 provide_ Ftbrief summery of the

theoretical analyses considered, the type of analysis or technique l_tiUzed, and the

significant output 0[' eeSult of each. Each of these are additionally diseusehed
below.

4.2 DF,_IGNEVOLUTION _

Initial large signal computer analysis indicated that for high electronic efficiency

a low beam voltage would be required. The computer analysis assumed a fixed

• beam power and varying iflteraetion impedance (dirocUy prcportional to the

square root of the Volt.e). Single and double step velocity taper circuits were

investigated during the evaluation. A beam voltage of 11 kV was selected for

' focusing consHerations, since at lower voltages the magnet pole ptece_ tended t,_

saturate. Using the experience gained from prior narrow band tube studies, the

circuit was designed for high interaction impedance at a relatively low Value of

pl_se shirt per caVity (about 1.20 _ ). The beam tunnel diameter wU selected for

:" a radial propagntionpal'ametet'"a" of 0.85 donSistentwith high efficiency.

The tPansmission loss measUrement of the rf cirduit in the initially fabricated tube

yielded a value of 0.11 dB per cavity at & pha,qe shift of 1.20_. In the preceding

i--
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Table 4-I, Theoretical Design Analyses
m, t.

DESIGN OBJ]_CTIVE TYPE OF ANALYSIS SIGNIFICANT OUTPUT
OR ASSEMBLY/ OR TECHNIQUE OR DEFINED
SUBASSEMBLY UTILIZED RESULTS

Eleetrleal Design Computer simulation, Coupling slot eonfigur-
large signal disc model ation, eireult and taper
interaction program, and dimenSions as described "
(dosed form interaction herein. Output power, gain
analysis program, and effieieney as shown by

test results.

Electron Gun Simulation model and gun Gun design definition,
trajeetory analysis, material selection. •

RF and Magnet Circuit Magnetic simulator Magnet spseinff, sever
and eomp,Jter simulation locations, tube stabtliz-
model, cold teSt and data _tior, methods, bandwidth.
roduetion programs.

rdDC Previous pt'ogrSm model, MDC configuration, dimen-
LeRC design applieation sioning, spaeing, voltage
_imulation applications

Thermal Transient eireuit Material selection, mess
analysis computer requirements, power dissi-
program, sinutlatton pation requirements.
model

44
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_ eompkter designwork of the first taper tube, a losSof 0.1 dBper cavity in the

_,_!i standardCircuit hadbeenexpected.T_ '.osspet'unit lengthIn_thetwostepphase
, velocity taper hadbeenassumedto be constant. It becamereadilyapparentthat

the lossWouldbe a szEpdfieantelementin the designandperformanceof the tube,

:_*: partleularly since the cavity losses in the tapers were expeo,ted to be slgnlfleantly
___ larger asshownin figures4-I alld 4-_. Boththeoreticalandexperimentalefforts

,.._,; Wereinitiatedto reducethe rf dissipationendimprovethe ell'cultefficiency.

The first velocity taper' tube wasbuilt to the originaldes[guexcept that the

_;__ numbez'of cavities in.the first and second tapers was decreased from 12 to 8 and 7

_,._i respectively, and the p_ase velOcity reductions in the tapers were 15 and 25

_,_ percent, respectively. This was accomplished by proportiollately decreasing the

_: cavity height. The transmission loss was approximately 0.17_.dBpe_ cavity in the
_ fi_t taper and 0.25 dB per cavity in the second taper (at a phase shift of 1.20_r),
; resulting in significant rf dissipation.

_!_ TWOapproaches to reduce the loss were eomldered due tO the inverse relation of

_:_ the t,f loss with the gz'oupVelocity. Either the cold bandwidthcould be increased

:i or the operating point could be shifted toward the middle of the passband (larger

_: pha_ shift per cavity). In both eases a reduction in interaction Impedance would
result, as shown in figures 4-3 and 4-4.

's

i::: The loss versus bandWidthrelationship was investigated through rf cold tests and
_:_ was found to Increase mote rapidly with decreasint_ bandwidth than predicted by
I!:::i theory, if a coldbandwidthof approximately1280MHz were used,the losswould
_ probably be reduced to a level below 0.I dB per caVity. The passband would also

, be shifted downwardin frequencyfrom the result of beamspacechargeloading

_ii andcircuit brazingasshownin figure4-$.

I °: The result of the combined experimental and theoretleal design work produced a

reduction in the Io_ by one-thief in the standard circuit, to 0.067 dB per cavity at
:_ mldband, with a decreaSe of interaction impedance of less than 15 percent as

=oo) shownin figure 4-6. The lossreductionin the taperswasevenlarger; at operating
/.: mldbandfrequency;the lossper cavity was0.08 dB and0.12 dB in the first and

o_,: secondtapersrespectively.

._,,., 45
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Computer analyis of the large signal interaction also show_ that a ten percent

reduction in rf power dissipatior_ m the circuit could be obtained, at the cost of

approximately one percentage point in basic efficiency, by reducing the number of

cavities in the second taper. Part of this efficiency decrease could be recovered

by the collector since the spent beam would have additional energy. The

predicted values for a tube proposed for fabrication using the values calculated

would achieve a basic efficiency of 30 to 32 percent.

The results of the computer analysis for coupling alternatives showed that either a

kidney shape or a thin rectangular slot configuration would be acceptable for

• cavity design. The initial configurations (kidney and thin slot) considered

appropriate are shown in fig_.e 4-7.. The frequency and voltage versus phase shift

characteristic measured for the only completed kidney slot tube is slaown in figure

4-8. The rf wave phase velocity expressed in terms of an equivalent or circuit

voltage, Vo is also shown. The measm'ed cold interaction impedance and the
transmission loss for the kidney shape are plotted in figure 4-9 as a function of the

phase shift per cavity. To evaluate the impedance, an effeetlve beam-to-tunnel

radius ratio of 0.7 was assumed. A bandwidth of 85 MHz centered at a pha_e shift

of 1.20 lr corresponds to a phase shift range of 1.12_ to 1.26% and a loss per

cavity between 0.17 to 0_12 riB.

The thin slot coupling characteristics foe the same parameters with resultant

curves are superimposed (shown by dashed lines) on figures 4-8 and 4-9. This is

provided _o show the comparison of the two alternative configurations. The hot

test efficiency comparison for the kidney slot vet_sus the rectangular slot iS shown

in figure 4-10. The final cavity eonfig_u'ation selected for all tubes (except one)

was the thin slot, since stability of the kidney slot circuit was marginal.

The cold bandwidth of the initial units was 1.3 GHz or about 15 times a nominal

hot bandwidth of 85 MHz. The passbands of the taper circuits Were very close to

that of the standard circuit with the op_t'ating midband frequency matched up

with the corresponding phase shift per cavity. Since the _o_ characteristics of ttle

taper Circuits arid the mid-band Values of _L/_ were the same as the standard

circuit, straightforward graduations in period between taper sections result in a

satisfactory match over the opef'ating band.
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The phase velocity of the standard olreuit and two taper oireuLts in the final

design versus frequency is displayed in figure 4-II. The oeld interaetlon
impedance is shown in figure 4-12 as a function of phase shift per eavlty. An 85
MH_.bandwidth about 12.08 GHz cerrespends to a phase shift per eavlty between

t.15 _ and 1.25_, The predieted 8_in variation and insertion loss with respect to

frequency is presented in figures 4-13 and 4-14. The parameter has been

evaluated using the measured OOldelreuit eharaeteristle,, assuming a oeam
vottage of II kV, a beam eurrent of 67 mA, and other values as shown._ .,.

4.3 COMPUTERDESIGNANALYSIS

The circuit design of the L-5594 was heavily influenced by the analysis of the

large signal Interaction using a digital computer pro81"am.The program that was
used iLbeSed on a continuous interaction between the.electron beam and the first

forward .space harmonic, and ineludes the effect of space cha_e forees due to
beam bunching. The beam can be represented mathematically by disks with fixed
radius. Such a one-dlmensional model of the beam is normally aeeeptable in eases

where the electric rf field varies only slightly over the beam hole area, and where

the space charge foree_ are relatively _malL Both of those eriteria were satisfied_

in the tube design due to the small radial propagation parameter _a and the low
perveanee beam.

The inter,action model ineluded the dominant effects and is very convenient to use

because of its relative simplielty. Other aspeets of the aetuahj more eompl.ex

interaetion process, such as the presence of a baekward wave, can be

approximated and aceounted for by a suitable correction of the basic parameters.

The [:resent effeetive interactiott parameters eottld be determined by using the

measured performance of the tube and modifying the ealeuiated projected values

previously determined. The observed small signal gain, saturated 6ain, and

saturated eff|eleney are compared to the projeeted/modified interaction impe-

dance and phase velceity. These effeetiVe interaction parameterSare displayed in

figures 4-15 and 4-Id as l_unetionsof loss and phase shift per cavity. A phase shift

range cerraspendtngto approximately 85 MHz about Small sik_nl gain maximumis
shown with e_eulations based on the estimated rf loss and a bean-to-hole radius

ratio of five tenths. The phase slli_t/eavity and phase veloelty vs. frequency

• 57
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relationship is shown in figure 4-17 and 4-18.

The rf circuit for the taper was designed utilizing a computer program and by

determining the performance at several frequencies over the band for a large

number of varying taper configurationS. The interaction was ealeulated over the

entire length of the tube (ineluding a sever) at speeifted drive levels. Phase

velocity reductions of 12, 15, and 17 percent in the first taper, and 20, 25, and 30

percent in the second taper were investigated in various eombinations. Initially,

the increased loss in the tapers was not included. The combination (17, 30) then

appeared slightly better than (15, 25). Due to the g_eater ease in matching a less

severe taper, however., the combination (15, _5) was selected. The taper lengths

were varied_from 6 to 10 cavities in the first taper and.5 to 12 in the seeond

taper. In the initial_analysis the optimum lengths were 8 and 7 cavities in the two

taperS.

_i Upon conclusion of the tests for the initial fabricated tube, additional design

analysis was performed using the derived effective interaction parameters and the

losses measured in the standard cavity sections. The phase velocity in each taper

was decreased in proportion to VT/Vo where vT and vo are the cold phase
wlocities of the taper and standard circuits respectively. The interaction

impedance was also redueed by the factor (VT/Vo)2, which corresponded closely to

the ratio of the measured cold impedances. The loss in the taper sections was

then increased in responSe to the measured values.

For high basic efficiency, the best taper lengths consisted of 8 cavities in the fi_t

taper and 7 cavities in the second taper. The results of a computer rUn For this

!ii configuration at 12.075 GHz and a drive level of 14 dBm are shown in figut,e 4-19.
The calculated gain and efficiency, are plotted versus axial distance, expresSed in2

' number of cavities from the input coupler. Also shown is the normalized phase

_, velocity variation. Based on these values, an efficiency of 28 percent is

": calculated.

_: The velocity taper profile and ConfigUration as defined at the conclusion of the

_,_ theoretical designis shownin figure 4-20 and the attendant circuit dimensions in

'_:? table 4-2. The _ffleiency degradation and cavity number determination is shown

v .
o/,
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1.0 _J-Geaduated TepeeU_CsviUes

,Pout
| $ Cavities |L._ t •

.7 11 _L. l
7 Cavltles

12 : .216 emo_

.1 -

o I I I, I I I
0 1.27 2.54 3.81 5.08 6.35 7.62
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Figure 4-20. VeloCity Profile, Output Section

Table 4-2. OutpUt SeeUon C_euit Dimensiom(Centimetem)

. CIRC. STD. TI T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T? T8

• NO. 14X IX _ 1X 1X IX 5X IX IX 4X

dI .127 ........

d2 .280 ........

d3 1.511 ........
t .076 ........

I .303 .298 .292 .250 ._67 .ZS4 .241 .228 .216

d/l 0 2.54 2.48 _.44 2.34 2.|9 2.09 1.96 1.84 1.83
h .229 .222 ._16 .204 .191 .178 .16S .152 .140

g .091 .090 .088 .084 .081 .0_6 .072 .069 .068
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in figure 4-2t. Figure 4-92 shows the velocity parameter as affected by

frequency, over the bandwidth, fop three potentials (i.e. 10, 11, 12 kV). Figure 4-

23, 4-24, and 4-25 show the ealeulated tube parameters usln_ a two-step veloelty

taper at spe_iflc Input levels.

4.4 FOCUSING SI'X"PION DESIGN ANALYSIS

The analysis e_soeiated With the electron beam focusing design was one of the if.

most critical areas in the tube development. It combined the operational

requirements and thermal analysis. The maximum operat|hg temperature of the

cir(_utt pole piece ferrules and the dissipated power that flows into the base plate

structure is directly propo.rtiona! to the beam current interception on the rf slow

wave structure. As such, the beam. transmission is an important factor in not only

the reliability of the tube but also the adjacent sp__onents.

Theoretical and experimental evidence determined by previous studiesshowsthat

:. the basic interaction efficiency is a sensitive function of the beam cross-section

and the degree of lJnearity (see RefePence 6). It is also knownthat the collection

of the electronsat body potentialdegradesthe overallefficiencyof the TWT.

FlnaUy, it has been demonstrated ,that the characteristics of the collector are

critically dependent On the electron trajectories of the focused beam_near the

output of the tube.

The coupled cavity structure provides an excellent circuit for periodie permanent

magnet focusingof the eleetron beam. The eavity walls are fabricated of vacuum

quality eleetrOlytie iron that exhibit excellent eleetrloal characteristics as the

magnettd pole pieces. '['he focusing magnets are normally situated between

adjacent pole pieces and Justoutside the OOpperspaeel_ whieh form the cavities.

In this manner the foonsing field is brought into yew elose proximity to the

electron beam. The mal_netiepole pieces ran be precisely aligned and then brazed

. in place as part of the eireuit assembly sequenee, minimizing transverse field

: effects. Inaddition, the eoupled cavity circuit is thermally rugged _ shownin

: later diseusSlon,making PPM foeuslnl_at the specified power level an aeeeptable

designaltern&tlVe.
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Figure4-23.TubeParameters,Two StepTaper(QC,c,d)
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Figure 4-25. E'ectroflie Effieiehey and Gain per Cavity
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field distribution plot as measured with typical f_cusing sections is shown in figure

'i; 4-27. The double period PPM focusing used offers a significant advantage over

_:,: the conventional single period design since a stronger magnetic field can be
t,

• obtained with a given magnetic material. This is the result of the magnet length

i: per cavity increase, thereby prOvld/ng s greatgx_magnetlzlng foi'ce betweeR the

:!: pole pieces. .-.

:. By using double period PP.M focusing, it Was determined that it is possible to use

If!;i Al_co 8 magnetic material. In the velocity taper position, rare earth ma_.ets, (platinum cobalt) were used._ These were required to: (1) provide the maximum
_.
F,i magnetic focusing field in.the vicinity of the tube output where the beam space-

i!: charge forces are highest; and (2) achieve this field strength with_reduced magnet

F_ thickness caused by the velocity taper period reduction. For improved TWT
_-_

operation at elevated baseplate temperatures, the magnet material in all magnets

l!:i was changed to samarium cobalt.

_i Computer mlalyses using simulation models were completed to optimize the beam

ki' focusing with the magnetic field_ These eomputatio_ included the associated
: thermal velocity effects. In--addition, measured magnetic field data, and

_ computer generated plots were developed for various beam envelopes under

_i optimum_focusing eondttions. The computed result indicated greater than 99

percent transmission without rf drive. The typical_de transmission actually

_i achieved on the tubes was 96 to 99 percent. Beam transmission of 93 to 95

percent was obtained at saturation.

i_/ The achievement of this excellent focusing was accomplished with a relat/Ve few

_ magnet shunts to maximize transmission. Final mechanical adjustments in

focuSing Were made with the tube operating at 60°C baseplate temperature to

i_ account for slight thermal changes in the magnets in the velocity tape,. These

t:' adjustments alsoimprovedthe focusing at lower baseplate temperatures.
[- t:,

h_.
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Magnets
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-ooo-2000 Dimensions

Item Value
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D2 3.302

h .533
W .508

Lm 1.22

Io .305

Fl_pJre4-26. FocUsing PermanentMagnet Design
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_'" 4.5 REFOCUSING DESIGN ANALYSIS

i : TO optimize the beam entrance conditionsinto the mtdtlsta_e depressedcollector,
'ill it WaSdetermined that a refocusing solenoid or a permanent magnet refocusing
' technique was necessary between the output pole piece and the first collector

I+ electrode. The purpose of this refocusing section is to allow the expansion of the

!/ spent electron beam, thereby reducing the space eha_ge forces and also

'! minimizing the beam radial velocity components.

_: The design of the refocusing section was studied in depth at NASA_Lewis Research

_* Center (Reference 7) and only a nominal_amount of additional analysis was

i_ completed at Litton. It was determined by LeRC that the. magnitude of thei
!
_: p.Jateau field is also critics[ with respect to the reduction of the radial rms
_ velocities. The radial velocities can be reduced by _tearly a factor of two and

;,, SOmetimes..two and one-hs[f with an_optimum_ateau field design.

! The refocusing field_was implemented in the tube with permanent m_gnets. A

I:, field reversal between decay field and plateau field was incorporated in to
order

* minimize magnetic leakage fields into the collector. Figure 4-28 shows the axis[

,_. field distribution calculated fop solenoids and permanent magnets. Also shown is+.

i' the measured values for the permanent magnets used in the design. The axial

i+ field distribution for the alternative design uttli_.ed in initially fabricated units are
_,
_ shown in figures 4-29 and 4-30.

4.6 MUT_TtSTAGECOLLECTOR ANALYSIS

, The multistage collector is considered a key component in achieving high

; efficiency. The basic analysis, concepts, functioning and the initial design were

i_;, completed at LeRC. This design consists of multistage depressib)e collector
_!: . electrodes as shown in the schematic of figure 4-31. The voltages and positions of

_, the electrodes have been selected to achieve optimum theoretical efficiency

iii enhancement at gaturatlon and to mtnitntze the |en_ effects of the electrodes.
The position of the collector eleetPodes were calculated to achieve an essentially

_i_*

' uniform electrostatic deceleration field in the most negative collector region and

._i_.! a very weakly decelerating field in the vicinity of the collector injection hole.
oL,'
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Figure 4-28,. Solenoid and Permanent Magnet Comparison
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Ftgui'e 4-30. Alternative Design, Axial Distf,ibution
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The collector efficiency ,1col] was computed from electrical and steady state
thermal measurments of heat dissipation In *he Initial tube body and the

(thermally insulated) collector with carefully calibrated eql4pment at Lewis

Research Center. The collector efficiency, defined as kinetic beam power

recovered in the collector over total beam input power into the collector, was

determined from two independentmeasurementS:

Pree
_COll=

P-rat
coil =

IoVo" Prf" PTWT + Pheater

where Prec = Zn IenVcn' with Ion and Yen the current and voltage of the nth

collector, electrode (to body), respectively.; Pdis is the thermal power dissipated in

the Collector assembly_ and PTWT is the heat power dissipated in the TWT from
interception and skin effect losses. The two formulas give agreement within 5

pe_entage points with the average being 82.5 percent at _aturation. This result

was achieved with the collector working on a beam having a substantial velocity

spread, since approximately 50 percent of the beam power is used up in the tube.

The analyis associated with the mechanical design, ele_trieal limits, and thermal

comiderations of the collector az'e discussed additionally in the mechanical design

section of this report.

4.7 THERMAL ANALYSIS

The thermal analysisassociated with the tube designwasprimarily concerned with

the multistage collector since the thermal characteristics of the MDC directly

effect the overall efficiency of the tube, while the thermal characteristics of

other sections of the tube have only a s_condary effect. A thermal analysis ft,r

the tube body was completed, but p_marily in support of the mechanical

design/assembly of the gun and the focusing section. This is described in Section

5.1, herein.
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The pl,ellminary analysis of the e_dlatlon cooled multistage deflected collector

was aee0mpliSlled by Mr. A. N. Curren of NASA Lewis Research Center. The

computations were performed usin[_ a modified version of an existirlg model

thermal analysis computer program. The mechanical model of the MDC was

envisioned to consist of flat electrode dishes inside a metal vacuum envelope. It

was assumed that there is no heat transfer from the electrodes or the envelope to

the support plate. ConServative estimates of the emissivities of the elements

(o = .40) and the envelope ( cr= .90) we-e used. The steady state analysis was

performed for two types of OST operation: (I) rf output power of 0 Watts (no rf

drive) and, (2) tube at saturation; i.e., 200 watts rf out,nut,.

The results for-condi_on (1), zero rf output, are shown in figul'e 4-32. This was

determined to be as the worst case condition due to the higher spent beam power

and the higher concentration of beam interception on the most depressed

elements. The analysis shows that the maximum electrode temperature expected

is 570°C, on element number 8. The maximum vacuum envelope temperature

shown is 343°C.

The restflts for condition (2), at saturation, are shown in figtll'e 4-33. The graph on

the left part of the figure shows the expected electrode temperature versus radial

distance for e_eh of the elements and for the outer surface of the vacuum

envelope. The maximum predicted temperature is less than 400 °C. The graph on

the right provides the vacuum envelope cylinder temperature versus distance

along the envelope surface. The maximum expected temperature is 282 °C. Based

on the results of the initial thermal design, the preliminary mechanical design of

the MDC was modified as required to improve the overall collector performance.

One problem that became, apparent during the thermal design of the MDC was the

reduction of heat conduction from the MDC vacuum envelope to the TWTsupport

plate. Due to the radiation cooliug, it was determined that the vacuum envelope

operates at several hundred degrees centigrade while the T',VTtemperature must

be maintairied below 100°C. Without an effective thermal isolator, a considerable

percentage of the coUeetor power dissipation flows back to the body of the TWT, I

i

thereby reducing the effectiveness of the radiation cooliflg approach.

84
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To help _olve this problem, an Improved thermal lf,_lator wandesll_ned.The design

conslstelof a e_erie_of coneentele thin wall etalnlcs__teel eyllndere to reduce the

effective oro_s section area andyet provide the noes=marymechanical strength to

support the electrode _sombly. The vacuum Intosrity of the envelope is

maintained by a stainless steel bellows that Is welded to the collector Jacket

support ring and the collector pole piece. The extendedconduction path alonl_the

length of the bellows acts also us an offoctlvc barrier to heat transfer. A

simplified drawir_ of the MDC with the thermal choke is shownin figure 4-34. _.

Additional In-depth thermal analysis was performed by Litton using a simulation
10-node model. This model was later refined and expandedandcalculations were

made for three conditions; (1) zero rf output, (2) I00 watts output, and (3) 200

Watts output.

Figure 4-35 shows die MDC oonfiguratlnn with the effee+'dveelement position

dimension, the physical determination of node iocatiOn, and the approximation of

the thermal choke suppor+ts,and the heat refleOtor in a crosssection horizontal

r + _L orientation. The results obtained from the analysis is presented in tables 4-3 and

4-4. Note that the solar power input was based on the MDC container lateral

projected area and that 14?Joules/hr.m.2 was added on each ease. This value has
beendetermined as the expected conditionsof the tube In nol real space operation.

The analysis associated with the thermal design was as important as the eleetrieal

and meehanieal designs in determining the final configuration of the radiation

cooled muXtistage depressed collector. SeVeral _esign trade-ells (and iterations of

the thermal analysis) were made between weight, mechanical rigiditiy, size and

the operating temperatures before the final configuration was selected. The

eolloetor elements in the final eonfignration are el_.etrieally and thermally

insulated from each other, from the tube body, and the vacuum envelope. The

insulators also provide thermal isolation and mechanical support for the

electrodes. Heat iS di.,._dpatedby radiation to the other electrodes, to the outer

surface vacuum envelope, and from there to deep space. With the |neorporatlon

of the designfeatures noted and the placement of the reflector between the first

electrode and the outside support, less than 6 watts of power soak back is

experienced.
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•. Table4-3.MDC ThermalAnalysisResults;D|SsipatiOn-
r

EFFECTIVE SATURATED DC 100W
MDC ELEMENT OUTPUT CONDITION OUTPUT

ELEMENT POSITION (Y) 200 WATTS 0 WATTS WATTS

1 2.90 4.47 0.17 3.45
2 3.81 6.63 0.60 2.04
3 4.72 16.78 0.74 3.25
4 5.63 22.65 I.12 6.77
5 6.54 11.47 I•74 17•44
6 7.54 5.34 2._0 21.24 ""
7 8.36 4.69 3.46 19.39
8 9.26 4.90 29.90 17.58
9 10.16 11.65 69.67 33.66
I0 11.08 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL 88.58 109.70 124.82

Table 4-4. MDC Thermal Analysis Results; Temperature

NODE LOCATION,
NO. (cm) , TEMPERATURE, °C AT
(Fig. (Fig. SATURATED DC 100 WATT
4-34) 4-34) OUTPUT CONDITION OUTPUT

1 2.30 96.7 61.0 90.0
2 4.26 225.0 198.3 245.0

i_ 3 5.17 229.9 208.3 258.0
4 6.08 227.8 220.0 263.9

_" 5 7.00 223.3 232.2 271.1
.-;,.

6 7.90 216.1 245.0 274.4
_: 7 8.81 207.8 256.1 273.3

: 8 9.72 198.9 261.7 267.2
-:" 9 10.63 188.9 258.9 257.2

10 13.34 151.7 225.0 211.1

_i +

_;+

;r
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,_.}:, The meoheniealdesignof the _00 WattTWT wasinfluencedby numeYOuSfactors,

_/ ineludint the initial speelfleation parameters, the resulLtsobtained during the

analytical studies, and the results of tesbl performed on the prellmlna_

fabricated units. This section of the report is devoted to a disousslolt of these

Influenelng factors, the initial meehanioJtldesign, _mdthe evolution of the eu_entI

i,,i or flight model hat,dwm-e.
i_: The i_ot'matlon is presented in a format similar to the eJwenoloSleal sequence

underwhich it was eneotmtered, that is, system requirement definition, design of

components, initial inte_'ating/deStgn p_oblems encountered, problem resolution

:" and design improvements, and the resultant final desigtt/assembly of the tube.

•':' 5.1 OST PACKAGE

A. General

; The Output Stage Tube (OST) is defined as the combination of the _av_l/l*4g
WaVetube _mdtile multls_ge depressed eolleetor. The OSTwith the addiUon

of the input/outpttt waveguides, power pr_)cesslng system, instrumentation

eontrols and the st_etUral members required to operate in conJtmetionwith an

,_!i' rf eL,dyer as an rf power amplifier are identified as the transmitter experiment
i' package (TEP) of the Communication Technology Satellite (CTS)system.

The OSTpackage in the delivered eonflgnration is as shown in figures 2-1 and

8-9. Aemss section of the flight tube is as shown in figure 2-e. The tube is

'mounted to the spacecraft by the tube body support structure so that the

eolleeter enclosure pt.oteudesoutside the spacecraft thermal envelope end can

redl_tte direetly to space. The mechanical and thermal design of the depre_sed

collector are described in another section of tide report. The following

paragrapl_ deseribe the meehantoal and thermal desigfi of the tube body.
Some Of the fabrication problems encountered during tube manufaettwe are

_ als0 diseussed.
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The foul" major sections of the OaT package ere discussed in the following

pareigraphsin a sequence that parallebl the eleotron beam generation and

travel; i.e., EleCtron GUn Assembly, aI_ Circuit/Body, Refoeustnff, and

Multistage DeprimsedCollector.

B. Meehariioal Desert

The tube mechanical design requirements were that the tube body structure .,.

support the eantUevered c_Olleetor through the launch vibration and aeeeler-

at|on environment. The tube body by itself is not designed to carry the

strUettwal loads imposed by the eantilevered eOlleetor. It W_U_,therefore,

neo_ssary to build an exterior stt'ueture between the eolleetor and the tube

base which would hold the entire structure rigid wllfle transmitting the

meehanieat loads of the eantilevered eolleetor to the tube body base. The

tntet'eOrmecting structure S_leeted is essentially a box beam truss which
1

' surrounds the tube body. The tf input and otltput wavegnides pass through the t
I

openings in the truss structure. The design of the truss has not been eh_nl_ed i

from the original design except for additional diagonals to stiffen some open
teusS sections.

The rf input and output wavegUides were orlginaliy Supported by lightweight

Sheetmetal braol_ets. This w&vuguide support eOldiguratlon did not survive

vibration test; therefore, it was ne_essSr_ to redesign the brackets. TheSe

were changed to rigid maehined alumintlm design to Insure survival in the

flight vibration environment.

C. Thermal Design

The tube body thermal design requirements were that the tube body be

required to absorbthe Iteat gel_erated by rf lossesin the circuit ( • 70 watts),

by beam intercept|On (_ 30 watts) and by the cathode he_ter (6 watts). This

heat is conduoted by the copper eireuit parts to busbsr_ whieh are cemented

to the length of the tube body with silver epoxy. (Or|_naliy these bus bars

were bondedto the tube body with Iridium solder, but this prOee_ Wasfound

detrimental to t._etube operation). The heat L9e#nduotedfrom the busbars to

92
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the tube base by _lumlnum saddlesWhichare Hgldly bolted to the busban and

base using Indium foil gaskets. Heat f_m the baseplate is dissipated in the

TEP val'iable eonduetlofl heat pipe radiatol' system.

.:, A heat choke arid heat reflectors between the eolleetOr and the tube body are

incorporated in the thermal desigh in order to prevent heat generated in the

_,. collector from leaking back tO the tube body. The eaiOulat_d soak back is less

i_, than 6 watts. The heat choke Oonslsts of a thin stainless steel (low thermal

;, conduetivlty) bellows Vaeuum ehelosure with the eleOtrode assembly supported "-

_,' on small thin wall stainless ste#.l tubes. Exeept for the reflector addition, the

:,, thermal design1of the heat choke and the tube body have remained e_entially

:' unchanged from the initial tube design.

b k.

-_: D. Intereonneeflons

, _. The major /nte_-'onneet/on requirements between the OST and the TEP

_!)i,, (Transmitter Experiment Paekaffe), which include the Interface with the PPS
;i_ (Power ProcesSing Subsystem) and the spaeeeraft telemetry system are

_:, tlh_trated in figure 5-I.

_.. E. Production OST Data

i_!., The major OST contract speelfleatlons are compared to the values measured

_.,_,,, on the TWT flight unit in table 5-1. This unit is eurrently operational in the

: ,_ ox'bltlng CTS. In the iilstanees shown, the functions/ ehaeaeteristies of the

i_}i operational unit exceed the requirements stipulated by the spectfleation.

_-_ 5.2 ELECTRON GUN ASSEMBLY AND I_OCUSING

' ,, A. Gun Design
• _:.:,,
L. ' "

:, The gun desigh was bUed on well known methods for l_eree type _uns, using

_ : the Litton gdn trajectory emalysis computer pt.ogeam. Because of the low gtm

i_ peeveanee, a hiffh area convergence design with _J bean_ iamlnaHty was

:__ possible. The Hgh ai_a convergence allowed for relatively low o_thode

i_:, euerent deity, parnfltting low cathode operating temperature and long life

_.:,; eap_IblJity.
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A tungsten matrix oathede Waschosen because of itS _ultabllity for operation
in vacuum,since it is very rugged and can be easily reactivated after exposure
to air. The tungsten matrix eatbede material is also known to be rugged in

operation and contributes significantly to extended tube life.

The design included (1) a magnetically shielded _t/n, and (2) an insulated _

anode. These design features allowed evaluation of tube performance at
various beam currents at constant circuit potential. The design provided for .m*.

the anode to produce the desit.ed perVeanoe when operating at a slightly

elevated voltage (three hundred Volts with respect to Circuit potential),

creating an ion trttp to prevent positive ion bombm'dment of the cathode
surface.

A dPawing of the gun in the assembled configuration is Shown in figure 5-2.

+ The detailed Gun Assembly reference drawing (Litton Dwg. No. 149097) is
.... included in Appendix 1. The gun design paPameters with specific values ate

included in table 5-2.

i .. The initial design of the gun was directed at the 200 watt operation level with

i-_ a design objective of 0.05 mieroperVeanee and an area convergence of
_:: approximately 43. The cathode diameter was .417 era, yielding a cathode

+ ouPrent density of 450 mA/cm 2. The tPajeetory analy_ computer+prepare

-_ predicted a minimum beam size of .08 era, located appproximately 0.8 cm
,: .-.: +

from the anode.
:':_:

i_ii' l_mpirteal data oollected during the R&D phase verifying these parameter
//

_-.... appmximatio_ are illustrated as follows:

+=+,

_, Fi_uro 5-3 "Electrostatic Beam COntours"-three gun assemblies showing
," the axial distancefron_the cathodeto the beamasa funet/onof

--__+
•,.: beam diameter.

_/ Flip,re 5-4 "Electrostatic Beam Cross Sections" showi_ the beam cross
_:i sect/on ctm_entdensity at six distances from the anode.

,/,, l*igUt'e5-5 "GunPaPameters_ showing heater current and eatllode current asa ftinetion of cathode head temperature.

%+

95
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" ' Table 5-1. Major CT8 Speelfleatior._ and Measured Result_
" (Flig_ Unfl, S/N 20221
l

_' PARAMETER SPECIFIED MRASURED
_ , , .

_ Active Frequency Band 12038-12125 MHz 12038-121_3 MHz
l ' (C_ Band)
.?

;ii Minimum saturated Output 180 watts _00 watts
:: Power in CTS Band

i£ Maximum Saturated D_ive 23 dBm _2.8 dBm
::' PoWer in CT_ Band

i!i Maximum Small Signal Gain 3 dB 2.5 dB ....
!i; Variation in CT5 Band

Minimum Overall Efficiency 40% 44.1%
_;_ in CTS Band

i]il_ Table 5-2. Gun Design ParameterS

li/ ,
_. PARAMETER VALUE

Aperture Angle 8°

Cathode Diameter .4166 am. (0.103")

°_i Perveance 0.052 p P
_ Cathode Current 60 mA

i (Vo = 11 kY, Ya = O)Cathode Emission 450 mA/cm 0`

Beam Diameter .0(;':J era. (.025")

Anode to Beam, Minimum 0.76 em. (0.3")

• Area Conveq_ence 43

_.. CathOdeMaterial Ttm_ten Matrix
_: (5:3:2 Mole Ratio)

Cathode Temperature (Tc) <1100°C!3
__ H_ater (Potted)

_ Voltage 3.5 Volts

_' Current 1.35 ampS

_ Power 4.7 watts

"" 9(I
roll/-'
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B. Fcousing Design

The magnetic focusing was designed with half ring magnets which extend over

two cavity periods, This double period configuration is commonly used in PPM

_oeused coupled cav/ty tubes Imd aohieves higher peak flelds with smaller

transverse perturbation fields due to the eoupling slots than singie period

• focusing. The fOcUSing stability is generally assumed to be equal to that of

: single period focusing, l_er this design, the focusing stability goal of six was ..-
,_ high. The magnet material is samarium cobalt, and the required peak field is

:=_L in the order of 1500 gauss in the input and center sectionS, and 2200 gauss in
/': the output section. The design proved to be sensitive in the area of beam

. alignment; however, when proper alignment and focus was aeOo/llplished, beam
i-
i_ transmission into the collector was typteally 98 percent without rf, and 94

!_ percent at saturation.

i C. Gun Assembly Problems/SOlutions
i

17
i-7: During the development of the flight version OST from the R&D phase tub_S, a

i:< series of gun attd cathode problems beeame apparent. These problems andi'

_ their effeeted solutions are summarized below.

:}' 1..Redesign of the cathode _trueture
i!..
_.',. The original cathode structure in the R&D phase tubes employed a

_° Speetramttt type "B" impregnated tungsten cathode pellet contained in a

molybdenum sleeve whieh was 0.00_5 _m thick, 0.419 em in diametel_ and

about 0.766 em high. This type cathode was used in all the initial tubes

fabricated. During that initial period, one tube developed unstable electron

emission problems during testing. When it was dismantled for examination,

the molybdenum Sleeve, which is very britUe, revealed several fraetm_s.

_i This result, plus the possibility that the brittle oathede aleeve might not

! withstand vibration te_tlng, 1_ tO a redesign. The revised design
substituted a ml_lyb_num (50%) - i,hentum (I_0%) sleeve .0025 em thick for

_.: tile molybdenum. Thll alloy, which is ductile, offered & sati_faeto_

i _: 101
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iI ' solutioa to the pt'oblem. When this change was initiated, an In-house
!,;

...., capability of making impregnated cathodes was utilized so that the

_i complete cathode struelure was fab_,ieated within Litton. All the cathodes

°_: that went into the OS_s after that change had an impregnated cathode

E_ inserted into a molybdenum-rnenlum sleeve.
j _,.

,__ 2. Pre_mratlon and processlng of _ and cathodes
_=-_

:if,_, Because of the stringent llfe requirements of the space OST in the CTS

_i'.__' program, it was obvious early in the program, that the prorating of the

:__,_,," cathodes should be carefully controlled to give maximum life. An

i-i_,:' examination of the processing schedule for eleetren _gLms,instituted early
-_.,,: iv the produetlon program, showed that the cathodes were subjected to a

_, number of rigorous processing procedures which could adversely affect life.

_: Ti_e two most important p_ocedures were:

_.i__ * After _ssembly, the cathodes in the gun were subjected to three heating
-__,
_!i,; eyeles, (cathode preglow, _ assembly p_eglow end beam al_yzer
_ activation) each of which was followeC] by exposure to air before

-_,_"_,,. storage.

_:_ • Stringent activation schedules which subjected the eathedes to very
o_...

_ high temperatures _)f 1200°C for three hours or more. TheSe were
i_": reviewgd and revised so that essential needs were met and the adverse

_, effects Were minimized. The Changesadopted were:
b4:'

_'i.' - After assembly, the cathodes in the gun were subjectedto only two

_o_: heating eyele_ by eliminating the cathode assembly preglow. This
_,_ step was further revised, later in the proE_am by eliminating bea,n

iJ ' analyzer tests so that only one heating cycle was employed before:i,. _',

i ;_.i exhaust.
i

i o_:, - The icUvatlon _el/edule was changed so that the activation
i: proOedu_'econsisted of heating th_ cathode tO 1200°C for only five

_: or ten minutes at a time (hot shotting) for a maximum of one hOur.

_:_.i-

.....:' 102r..- co _
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3. Operatkil¢eathode temperature duringlife

The R&D phase tubes were operating with eathode temperatur_ near

1200°CB to maintain e_nissiOhof 0.SA/em9. This is not an tlnusual

oeeurrenee in eommerei_ teerestial tubes but wM considered a teal

problem for _e OST because output could be adversely affected over the

two year life palled. Decisions were made to improve pl_eessing so that

high temperature and gas effects could be minimized. As a result, a basic

requirement for the OST was established which stated that the eathode has

to operate below 1100°C in older that the minimum of two years

operational life cOuld be expected.

D..Produetion Gun Data

During the productiori phase, gun assemblies for the twenty-seven (27)

produ0tton OST units plus additions1 gun assemblies for test and spares were

fabri0ated by Litton. To illustrate the performance that was experienced from

these units, the operating characteristics of three representative gun assem-

bl/es a_e pt,esented Itl table 5-3. TheSe gun assemblies are in the OST units

designated for: life test, (S/N 2020); flight (S/H 2092); and prime flight back

up (sin 2025).

Table 5-3. Gtln ASsembly Operating Charaeteristies
(Instslled in OST Designated)

CHARACTERISTIC LIFE TEST OST I_LIGHT FLIGHT
OR PARAMETER OST UNIT BACK-UP

-_ Analyzer Data

Perveance (nP) 56.0 61.5 60.0

• '/'knee (°CB) 888 890 965
Anode to Beam Min. (Ore) .79 (.312") .93 (.37") .88 (.353")

Hot Test-CW Mode

: P_rveance (nP) 57.4 62.6 59.5

Ek (kV) 11.4 11.3 11.5

Ea (V) 450 450 250

Tk (°CB) 1090 1050 10S0

Tknee (°CB) 940 090 983

i03
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.____ 5.3 aP CIRCUIT/BODY

_" A. General

The design of the rf-eireuit/body is described in NASA TN D-7709 (Reference

9), With minor changes as discussed in the following paragraphs. A drawing of

_, the RF Cirouit/Body is shown in figure 5-6 and the breakdoWnreferehce

__ drawing (Litton DWg. No. 147935) is included in Appendix 1.

• B. Cavity De#i_ni

;=

_ In the cavity design lower cutoff frequencies were aliEned to provide the 85

MHz wide CTS band in art sections of the tube. The number of active cavities

in each section is shown in figure 5-7. The three gain sections are separated

by severs. The velocity taper sections are separated by transition regions th

Which the phase velocity ( periodic length) changes gradually from one cavity

tO the next. Each sever consists of two modified cavities each containing

_: tuning stubs and silicon carbide-beryllium oxi<'_ loads. ForWard and bacl_wa_d

i-_:_: eircult waves are completely terminated at a sever since _ere is no coupling
_ slot in the wall between the two sever cavities. Two additional cavities

_!_i adjacent to the input and outpUt couplers and on each side of the two severs

are modified for impedance matching purposes. These eavities have extra long

doupl/ng slots and thus extra wide cold bandwidth, and provide a reduced

contribution to the gain of the tube.

C. Wavegulde Window

A poker chip type waveguide window (WR-75) was sealed from similar existing

X-Band window designs. High ptndty alumina was chosen because of its very

low rf loss and superior braziN_ strength. A schematic of the window design

_ and its performance characteristics are shown in figure 5-8. The voltage

__/ reflection e0eff!oiellt is found to be 2% or less throughout the 10 GHz to 14
_ GHz range. A ghost mode was identified at 16.3 GHz but it was of little

=_. co_,cern since the circuit is not capable of propagatioh at that frequency.

_:" 104
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Note I Note 9----_ "

.75 -

,.i:: Notes: 1. Input coupler and mateh cavities.

_.25 2. Sever and match eavlties.
3. Output coupler and mateh cavities.

I I I I I
0 10 20 30 40 50 80

Cavity Number from Gun Pole Pieee
i

i. Circuit Periods and Cavity Count
L

SECTION PERIOD (em) No. of Cavities

Input 0.318 I0
[ Input Sever 0.368 2

Center 0.318 14
E .,, Output Sever 0.368 2
, Output Driver #1 0.318 10
i Output Driver #2 0.304 3

T1 0.298 1k

_" T2 0.292 1
! " T3 0.280 1
b--• T4 0.207 1+
!. TS 0._54 5'
r : T$ 0.241 1

, TT 0.2_8 1
T8 0.218 4

_ • Number Of eavlt|es revermd in tubes fabricated

_., after flflfht un/ts for stability improvement.

:/,: 106 Figure 5-7. Normalized Circuit Veioeity vs. Cavity Number
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D. Wav_uide Step TransfOrmer

A four step waveguide transformer was designed to provide an Impedanee

mateh between the standard input and output wavegu/de heights and the

reduced height waveguldes of the couplers. The design was based on quarter

wavelength transformer theory and ineluded step suseeptanee correetions. A

Litton oomputer progr_n was used which allows speeifieatlon of bandwidth and

number of steps. Step dimensions and resultant VSWR are then given. The

final design configuration and the performance curve Of the transformer are

shown in figure 5-9.

E._RF Circuit AsSembly Problems/Solutions

As compared to the design defined in NASA TN D-7709 (Referenee 9), some

minor ehanges in partS, dimenstor_, and fabrieation proeedur_ere required

to achieve the desired placement of the CTS hot band within the eireuLt cold

pals band. Tubes produced early in the program had a tendency to have

maximum gain and effieteney below the CTS band and small signal gain vary/ng

rapidly with frequency aerc_ the CTS band. Furthermore, the frequency

response eharaeteristies were rather unrepeatab|e from tube to tube. Cold

test meaSUrements lnd/eated that the etreuit passband shifted downward, by a

nonrepeatable amount, during each braze operation. Because additional braze

operatior__Were used to repair leaks and other defeats, the number of times a

part/eularelreultseetlonwas bra_edvariedfrom threetoaS many as five.

Even priortothefirstbrazecoldtestmeasUrementsshoweda mlsalignmentof

up to150MHz betweentheell'cultpassbandsindifferentsectionsofthetube.

The nonrepeatability was reduced by improved parts quality control and

standardization of the braze operation. Repair brazes were no longer allowed.

Thereafter. the downward shift of the eireuit passband due to the two allowed

braze operations was a fairly e0nsiStent 50 ±i0 MHz. The elreuit passband in

various tUbe seetionS was raised or lowered a_ required by altering cavity

diameter by amounts up to 0.25 ram. Output circuits were deslgn_d for lower

cutoff frequeneies of about 60 MHz higher than the input or eenter seetie_ in

108
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the first half of p_oduetion tubes. For tmitg th_eafter, the elroult pa_band,

before braze, was aligned throughout the tube about 50 MHz higlle_ than the

desired final frequency range. This resulted in a fl_t gain over the pa_band.

F. ProductiOn ItF Cireult Body Data

Av _ _esult of the corrective actions implemented as inds_tcd in the pracedlng

_ra_'aph, the following performance improvements were achieved: ..

* Improved small signal gain flatness as shown in figure 5-10.

s Improved saturation output power in the CTS operating band as shown in

figure 5-11.

• Improved alignment of lower cutoff frequencies a_ shown in figure 5-12 for

flight model OS_s.

5.4 REFOCUSING

A. General

In order for the multist__ge collector (discuSsed in paragraph 5-5) to yield

maximum eneq_ recovery, the spent L_am must be reconditioned befor_

entl_mce into the collector. This is acco;nplished in the refocusing section by

means of a specified m_Pnetie field distribution. This distribution allows the

spent beam to first expand and thereby reduce its space charge forces, after

which it is refocused to cause the electron trajectories tO become more

pai'ellel for more effective veloetty sorting In the collector.

The refocusing section that was utilized was originated an_]designed at NASA

LeW|s Research Center and is essential for the hil_hly efficient opei'ation of

multistage collectors. Its operation is described In NASA 'IN D-7600

(Ref#.ronee 15).

i10
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B. Theoretical Design

In the refocusing section, the magnetic focuslflg field is gradually reduced over

a significant length, such that the corresponding beam expansion can be

considered adiabatic. The field decay is followed by a short plateau field

which is terminated at the entrance plane of the collector. The refOcusing

section l'mstwo important functions:

1. Beam expansion - The spent beam is allowed to expand so that its spane

charge foree_ become small. This will improve velocity sorting in the

multistage collector due to space charge effects.

2. Refocusing - The expanded spent beam iS refocused such that it enters the

Collector essentially with parallel trajectories. Properly arranged adiabatic

expansion of the beam reduces radial velocity components of the spent

beam and thus makes the velocity sorting of the collector mote effective.

The configuration of the refocusing magnet and of a typical refocused field

plot are shown in figure 5-13.

C. Mechanical Design

The refocusing field was implemented in the flight tubes exclusively with

permanent magnets, and without the use of solenoids. A field reversal

between decay field and plateau field was incorporated in order to minimize

magnetic leakage fields into the collector. Empirical data collected was

stthstantial, and verified the analytical design configuration. It was

demonstrated that reversed plateau and dectlytng fields as realized from

permanent magnets are as effective in refocusing the beams as are unreversed

fields astablish_d with solenoids.

113
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: 5.5 MULTISTAGE DEPRESSED COLLI_CTOR

. A. General

V

i_ The multistage depressed collector (MDC) is a key component in achieving high
=_:: efficiency. Its basic concepts and functioning are described in NASA TN D-

t

i i 7709 (Reference 9). It consists of nine dephessible collector electrodes as
i',i shown in figure 5-14. The MDC is designed to oDerate at optimum efficiency
!:3

_'i under saturated conditions with minimum lens effects developed by the_
;i electrodes. The Collector Assembly reference drawing (Litton Dwg. No.

_:,. _ is Included in Appendix 1.

_;F B. Initial Electrical Desi_m

_ i, For the initial eleetrieal design o/_the colleetor, the voltages and positions of

_, the electrodes were selected to achieve the following:

_, 1. Optimum efficiency enhancement at saturation - The voltages of the
_'

;_ available number of collector electrodes were selected to achieve

o_. maximum effleleney enhancement at saturatlorl. This was determln_l by

TI the kinetic energy Oistr/butien of the spent beam.

_" 2. Minimize lens effects of the eleeteodes - The position of the eollector

_i_/ electrodes was seleet_l to achieve essentially a uniform eleetrostatle

_::_ deeeleratton field in the most n.,_atlve eolleetot' region and a very weak

_._,i':: decelerating field in the vicinity of the injection hole at the collector pole
_;' piece. The length of the trajectories is much larger than the radius of the

; beam at in|eetion which makes the beam appear M a point source. The
":_ number of collector elements wU chosenas ten in oeder to compensatefor,_WL'

_;' uncertainties in predicting the spent beam d/stHbutlon at the time of

o_ conceptual d_Ig,_. After experiment3d evaluation, it was determined

: :, prbbabl_ that elimlnation of foue electrodes (with th_ lowest current levels)

o_,: Would _eduee the colleCtOr efflcleney by only a f_w pementage points.

_oo, 11_
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This loss could, in turn, be partially t'eeovered by an Improved collector

dasltln. This desi_, alternative was not tested nor implemented in the

design.

A computer analysis was usedto determine the spent beam characteristics

as a function of normalized current end voltage for the collector

: electrodes. These summary results of this analysis are displ_yed in the

eurve shown in figure 5-15.

C, Design for Effieieney

:: The eoaector was designed with the goal of pl_clucing the maximum efficiency

possible. The design was accomplished considering Several factors. The radial

deflection forces induced by the electric flel_ of the collector provide the

necessary velocity sorting of the electron beam. The spike at Oathode

potential provides additional radial deflection which acts mainly on the

energy electrons. Secondary electrons back streaming is almost absent

because of automatic suppression in negative fields, as defined in NASA TN D-

6093 (Referetlce 7). At saturation, the hi_est collector efficiency was 84

percent, which was achieved /n an initial tube (S/N 9006). Nominal overall

efficiency was atightly over 50 per'cent. The aperture cone, that is the conical

surface on which the openings in the aleetrodes terminate, was assigned two

experimental valueS: 6 ° and 4 °. Ft_m these two values, a single one which

produced the best efflcieney was tO be selected for the flight design. The

value of 6° produced the best effieleney for the In/tie] design, a_d was

selected from the single cavity calculation of electron traJeetorias for the

tube. When computing trajectories, a reduction of radial velocities due to the

action of the refocusing section was taken into account. At the time of the

conceptual deS/gn of the tube, it was estimated that the ekeuit losses would

amount to approximately I0 to 20 pei'eent of the internally generated rf

powcr. In reaUty, this number was as high as 30 to 40 pe_ent. This

appreciable amount Of loss had asveral adverse effects. FirSt, the electronic

_. i17
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effleieney (total conversion of de into rf power) was approximately 48 Dement

while the useful rf effieleney deereased to 20 to 30 percent over a portion of

the band (this latter number was achieved in S/N 2006). This inerease in the

internal power conversion effieieney resulted in more axial and radial veloeity

dispersion than originally estimated. After the completion of the R&D phase,

it became evident that aperture angles of approximately 7°, even more them

the 6° originally estimated, might be required for optimum performance.

During the R&D phaSe, four (4) tubes Were fabrieated, two with 4 ° and two

with 6 ° apertures by each of the two R&D cotltraetors, Litton and Hughes. Of

the foul" tubes delivered by Litton, two were fully operable and beth had 6 °

apertures. The Hughes operational tube had a 4 ° aperture. Because of

significant dlffereneeS in perveanee and basle tube design, a proper

interpretation of performanee results was only partially possible. The MDC on

the Litton tubes had slightly higher effieieney than the eolleetor on the Hughes

tube. Also, the Hughes tube had a perveanee of 0.12 x 10"6, (twice that of

Litton's design), thus having larger space charge spread/ng which seemed to

IndleAt_ thA n_ed for apertures larger than Littonts design.

Typical MDC eleetrode CurrentS, input powers,anddissipationunder saturated

conditions and without rf drive pOwerate illustrated in figures 5-18 and 5-17,

resDeotively. Negative current reading for eleetrede No. 10 indicates

secondary emissions to electrode No. 9. When the tube/s operated with the

PPS, this eul'rent sub.acts from the esthede current, and reduces the apparent

eathode supply current, in the laboratory tests, these eurrents were

considered an(] measured separately. Power recovered by eleetrede No. 10 Was

set to zero .whenever a negative euerent value was observed.

119
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D. Design Freeze

Due to schedule cot_traintS, a design freeze was initiated without an

additional evaluation of the 4 ° apertures. A decision Was made to incorporate

: the unproven 4 ° aperture size as the final design based on considerations from
the available data on tube S/N 2007. After mole test results became

available, it Was decided that the 6 o design would probably have been a better

choi0e than the 4 ° design. Subsequently,. measured collector eff!otencies .,.

never quite attained the valuesestablishedwith the co_ector havingthe larger

cone angle of 6o but were as high as 82 percent.

Except for the aforementioned, change in the aperture angle to 4° , and

freezing the length of the spike to 0.8 ore, the collector electHoai design is

identical to that initially, defined by the program. Some additional perform-

ance details for"the sel_r,t_ rl_._n are included in NASA TN D-7709.

E. Potential Impt'ovements

The evaluation of collector performance endJzeweranalytical results indicate

i_ that the design and, very likely, the performance of the collector could be

improved by incorporating the implementation of the following three simple

eha_es:

1. Increase the aperture angle from 4 ° to 7 o.

2. Increase the angle of the conical electrode at cathode potential from 60°

to 70 ° , thus making the design less dispersive for the high energy classes

and, conseauentlv, more efficient in the rf aS well as the dc mode.

3. Optimize efficiency by adjusting collector potentials. (Early in the

p_am it was determined that voltages would b_ set in the PI_ as fixed

percentages of total cathode voltage.)

i22
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_. The nine (91 depl'esslble collector electrodes are elroular plates spaced about I

?; em apart (see figure 5-14) and held in posltlo, by six equally spaced alumina

_ ceramic insulation posts. This collector, plate assembly is attached to a

._.. eyeilndrieal vacuum enclosure by suppgrts at each end of each of the six
:i
__, ¢eramle rods.

_: The meehanieat design requirements for the collector support system are thati'

- it transfers a steady state peak acceleration load of 16 g's along the collector,

_.. axis and 3.5 g's laterally. The eoUeetor support system is also required to

.:t!. withstand vibration environments in which the peak lateral a_eelerattot_ force

"i.i at the eolleetor is 35 g's between II0 and 120 Hz. The collector support

_, system also should not have resonant frequencies which would couple with the

._; satellite vibration input frequencies. In addition, the coLLectorsupport system
!,'.

_. needs to withstand the ope/'ational and vacutm-bakoout temperature exeur-

T-_, sio_ and their aeeompanying thermal distortions of Up to 0.13 cm (52 mils)

-_,_i. differential diametral expansion and up to 0.g65 cm (26 mils) differential

-°_: longitudinal expansion between the collector *.rid its Supporting vacuum
'-_',' enclosure.

-° i::! The _riffinal coLLector support design consisted of stalrd_ss steel l_-tat_ welded

_, I:. between eyelinders brazed to the eeramle rods of the eolleetor and the vacuum- o_:

....,,.. enelo_u,,e at each end of the coLLector as shown in figure 5-18. These collector

_I:" suppot_tS allowed the collector to expand fregly both diametrteaLLy and
_}_ longit,sdinaLLy with respect to the enclosure. However, the collector system

_ _' vtb_.atlon natural frequency was too low With respect to that of the entire tube

2-!i -'__embly and high amplificatiot_ faeto_ wer_ recorded on the collector during
=::_: vibration. Durln_ vibra_lon quallfleatlon, the U-tab supports eraeked. A

:,..i. design modification was incorporated to overcome this problem.

:':' The eolleetot, support system was redesigned and sue(h_sfuily met the

{_: requirements of high natural frequency coupled with free radial and logitud/nal

_. expansion. The redesign eOmlsted of fixing the base of the eoileetor (plates #i

_2!" and #2) in longiti_dl_[ position by means of six radially pointing pins at each of

_;° L.

_'_ 123
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_ the edxooll_tor eeramio rodsas detallad In figure 5-19. _is allows free
_; radial expansion but no lollgttudlnal or'rookingmotion of the eolleotor, Riu]ial

-_oi pointingforks, emsllownin flsure S-20,are usedIn eont_etwtth the eeeamio

_:_i rods at the opposite end of the ooUeotor, plate number 10. These forks

-.i_ remtraln the collector laterally but not radially oP lon_tudlnally. Themthe
_i _ll_tor _ f_ely expand and _ntraet beth radially and l_,ltudiMlly _th
_., Pespeetto the collector support eneloaure,but has high resonanteatural
um;

_+ frequaneles (IreateP than 800 HS)in both direeUons.

:i Since the pins and the forl_ of the suppOrtsystem aot as beeutng8 during

G? thermal eyeUng,_ vacuumbearingmaterials hadto be used.1_,sten pins

|.i_ fn Zlreonfum-eopper _ were used at the pinned eoUootor and prooledon
: stainlesssteel forks riding c_eetly on the eenterlees_oun(I _lumlrmescarole
;* red wereusedat the oppositeeolleetoeend.

• .. o.  emal Dest

'i

o_ The primary thermal design requirement fOr the eolleetor _s that it radiates up

+;:_i to 1_0 watt_ of heet dlsMpatedby the spent electron beam. This thermal
_ energyis radiated from the eoUeetorplatesto the oolleetorvaeuumenetcmm

_:i and then reradiated to elpaee. Since the spent electron beam velocity

_++_: d_tribuUon Varies fOr a emttn'atedelectron beam as opposed to a beam without

+:_i+:. rf drfve, the eolleOtor plates are requh'edto recflnte the non_ntforrnlleat lcm_

•-+_:i: and the oolleotor StrUeturemust be oapable of withstanding the nonuniform

_ thermal Stresses created by this heat Ic_ding. Loeedhot spots Onthe eolleetor)

:, plates were estimated to have temperatures up to 400°C. The collector
"_:i vacuum enelc_ure operates at appeoxJmately _00°C In a Rmoo environment.
_: The eolleetor _ltrUOtureand eolleetor lupport syltem were also deitlPted to
" withstand Oneor morevacuumbakeoutsat 600°C.

X'

•+°:i;'"
: o!'

,

.+ ,,e . m + -+'_ o + ++ o o -- ,--,.+._ + - o _ ' o ++ o ¢ o # _ - + - o
_. + + + • + j,..-_---_.--++++-p-+ +_rp_".+++r ++ + +O¢'mm'Y'_,_. 0 + , .'o-O+ Ut "' . ++ _+; o,/+++.0 . +o _+ '- + (_ + O + ,+m. +' +_.

....... ..+o + - " +.. 0"-_ -: -- m o+,_ _ '+' _, _+ o +.+++_, +:_ . o0 O+O •
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Figure 5-19. Col|eetor Support, Plates No. | and No. 2
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ConeetorJacket

Stainless Suppol't Fo_k

Alumina Rod

i

.. Figure 5-20. Collector Support, Plate No. 10
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0.0 FABRICATION, QUALITY AND RI_IABIMTY RI_ULT8
,?

The L-S394 tubes were fabricated, assembled, tested, and inspected ir, accordance

with the standards and procedures developed by Litton exclusively for this

program. Design and selection of parts, subassemblies, and assemblies were

eonteolled by the standard configuration management procedures maintained at

Litton, and inspected/documented in accordance with the standard Quality

Precedures. The quality and the reliability pregrams were enacted in acCordanCe

• with the specific plans developed for this p_q_ram.

6.1 FABRICATION METtlODS

The fabrication methods for each subassembly and assembly were developed

specifically for this program. In most cases, these methods and procedures are

adaptations of normal in-hotme practices utilized by Litton on similar programs

and related hardware fabrication. These methods and processes were prepared

_. and released in accordance with the standard manufactm'ing proeedures manual.

They were updated as necessm.y, maintained current, and provided the detailed

steps of completing the fabrication of piece parts from released dt.awlngs through

the comt_'leted assembly.

The fabrication of the tubes was accomplished by the manufacturing of individual

detailed piece parts, assembling these parts into minor subassemblies, assembling

the minor subassemblies into the major subassemblies, and then asSembling the

major subassemblies into the tube assembly. The piece parts comprisin8 the

subassemblies are shown in Appendix 1, the refe_nce drawings for the gun, body,

arid collector subassemblies. The processes utilized in the subassembly and tube

fabrication are shown in figure 6-1. These included sevel'al recently developed

". menufacturin_ methods including the laser ..reid and the Tig weld processes used in

-,_ the gun assembly and the integrated tube assembly.

' A breakdown of the assembly and associated inspection processes flow chart for

one of the major subassemblies, the gun, is shown in figure 6-2. Each block of the

figure represents an independent operation in the overall process. Each block was

_• described in a manufacturing standard or in the ease of inspection steps, in the
_.>_,

;, quality manual. Similar descriptions of the other subassembly processes were

generated and used during manufacture of the productioh units.

00000002-T$C14
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Additional process standal'ds were generated for tube level processes, Ineludlng

tube exhaust method, rework procedures in ease of speelfie faults, painting,

paeks_dr_, and shipping. These proceduresare maintained current by the normal

release methods. Many of the teehniques deseribed within these manufacturing

standards are considered eompany proprietary. The baseline document for the

qualifleaflon and flight unit_ which provides _ of tube _embly and test

.. requirements is shownin Appendix 4,

6.2 PRODUCTION TEST METHODS ""

The OS_s are predueed utilizing a Controlled preduetion flow proeess with

predetermined operations, tests, and quality monitor points identified. The

simplified flow chart showing the complete tube assembly, together with the

test/inspection and monitor points is shown in figure 6-3. The detailed proeeclure

associated with each step is noted on the flow chart.

As shown by the flow ehat't, upon eompletlon of the preduetion fabrleation

processes, each OST Was subjected to a series of operational tests and inspections

to insure compliance With the specification requirements. These tests inoluded

the inspections/measurements designated by the assembly processes and as

defined by the final data package instructions. The requirements for the final

data paekagn are eontained herein, as Appendix 5. The, final _ test elreuit

-_ arrangements, together with applicable test equipment ate shown in figures 6-4

and 6-5. The voltages and current levels for operating the circuit duri:_ • test are

.:. shown In fignre 6-6.

_i_ Results of the acceptance tests of four tubes; the vibration test unit, the flight

_" unit, the prime flight baekup unit, and one other flight baekup unit are shown in'7'.

';: Section 7.0.

_" 6.3 TUBE PROCESSING METHODS

-!: In the early stages of the program, tubes Were Sealed off and shipped to NASA
j,

-i_,", without the benefit ot rigorouq proeemlng procedures aongtdered necessary for

O0000002-TSD03
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space applications. This fact was reeolpdzed in-the early fabricated mllts because

considerable arding and gas evolution prcbtems arose dm.inff bench testing. These

problems beCame more prevelant when the testing p_oceeded from open air to a

vacuum tankenvironment. The subsequent heating and gas evolution in the OST

made some of these early tubes inoperative dinting thermal vacuum testing.

, This problem was solved_ by establishing Hgorous. p_oeesslng schedules and

pro_edm'es for the flight qualification model units as identified previously. After•

the assembly procesS, the tubes were baked.out at 450 ° C for at least 94 hours

while the collector jacket was simultaneousl X heated to 600 ° C. After pinching

off the tube at the bakcout station, the cathode was activated and the beam

_: focused. The tube was then eleet_teally processedby a O..ulSingtechnique, starUn4L

at 0.1% duty cycle and gradually._tnercaslng the cycle. The OST was aged by

slowly lncreas|ng the duty cycle as the tube degassed and.ew operation was

a11a/ned.._.A1 this point the collector jacket temperature WaSslowly tnel'cased to a

maximUm of 300°C using external heaters and the collector jacket was degassed

further. If the gas evolution was still too high at ew operation during this

_.. procedure, pulse techniques were l'eemployed until the tube was ultimately

.. degassed. The final criterion for operation, before the tube was sealed off from

the processing vacuum pump, was that the tube must operate With no arcing under

•.• cw conditions, .with the eellector jacket at 300°0, and the gas pressu_ less than I

x 10-8 To_ aS measm'ed in the 0.1 liter/second ion pump.

6.4 FAILURES DISCU_ION

.,-. The following listing and discussionshowsthe vmffety of problems, discrepancies,

" and failures encountered during thQ production m_.dtest of the TWOs. The listing

does not identify the partioulae unit on whioh the failure oeeu_ed or time Of

'_ oeem, rence, since the discussion Lqintended to show the type of speotfle problems

Or failures that were identified, together with the responseor eorreative action

_,i taken to remedy the problem. In most eases, these problems were Identified at

,:. the time of oeeu_nee, documented via the Lltton Failure Analysis Report

-:-"' proeeduee,and provided to the NASA project manager on a monthly basis.

=-" i57

. '_' .
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In a portion of the discussion or listing shown herein, a _,oup or catqory of faults

and/or failings are dasoribed together with the appropriate changes, alterations or

fixes aaeomplishad to be a|i encompassing for thOse failures. Not lrl_luded in the

listing are simple workmanship error, insignificant problems associated with

piece parts or subassembly test failures, and discrepancies not direcUy associated

with tube.functional characteristics or design parametet_s. Also, in the corrective

action discussion, no mention is made of the numerous minor changes and

impl,ovements that were initiated Just to simplify or better control the tube -..

fabrication_process. The problems/discrepancies are arranged in categories

relating to the major subassemblies of the tube, and are presented in the following

general sequence; (1) gun (2) body or rf circuit, (3) MDC and (4) miscellaneous

items.

Several other problems of lesser importance were enOountared during the

program, but their resolution was not the v_-=sultof a single design change or

fabrication modification. These included the type of problem that one might

expeet to encounter in a state of the art hardware fabrication program. The

resolution of these problems was the result of an accumulative experimental and

test activity whereby numerous alternatives or combination of several partial

modifications were utilized to over,come a sillgle problem. This type of resolution

can best be described as a result of the "learning curve" experienced by the

program technical staff.

138
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Table 6-1. ProduCtion and T_t Discrepancies

PROBLEM/DISCREPANCY CORRECTIVE ACTION/COMMENT

8pot weld failure in the gun allowed the A design change was tmplemen;.ed
cathode to bt'eak free from the sUppoL't whereby the cathode to support ring
ring. This resulted in high cathode peak spot weld process was replaced by a
current, continuous laser weld.

No emission from the cathode assembly The particular faulty unit was rewofked ,_.
during the gun assembly test in the with a new cathode. I11addition, an
beam analyzer. Subsequent f_ilure improved control technique was
analysis revealed that there was developed for the barium-cathode
insufficient barium impregnation in the impl'egnatton process of the gun fabri-
cathode heater, cation.

The cathode operating temperature for Revised preceding procedures to limit
Phase I units was considered excessively maximum cathode operating temper-
high to meet the expected design life. atures to 1100°C.

The cathode molybdenum support sleeve Revised the _leeve design and changed
fractured during initial shock and material to molybdenum/rhenium.
vibratt_l tests. Changed from a vendol" supplied

cathode to an inhouse m_mufactured
impl'egnated cathode.

Second termination failed cold test Partioulal' assembly was redimensioned,
after brazing due to collapse of the and subsequent unit_ incorporated a
assembly and subsequent narrowing of design change that increased the wall
the gap between ferrules, thickness for added strength.

/ Leak detected in the input match pole A desigh change was implemented that
piece and the termination pole piece, replaced the stal_ess steel adapter

With one made of mortal alloy.

Slight misalignment of beam hole after The fabrication process Wasmodified to
eompletton ofbodybt'azing, include an addition_t quality cheek

_: point of perpencUc_ulartty alil_ment
Within the body and severs, prior to
bra_lng proco_.

--" An tmaeceptable impedance match It was determined that the section WaS
_, existed for an output section after the only marginally acceptable prlo_ to
, '. brazing of the subassembly had been braze. The assembly process was
_: completed, modified to lnsui.e that marginal piece-

part or _bassemblies are not utilized in
fabrication of the next higher assembly.

• ,_

.k''
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/: Table 6-h Productionand Test Discrepancies (Contihued)

"_'i_ PROBLEM/DISCREPANCY COftI_ECTIVE ACTION/COMMeNT

_,, Misallgnment of the termlnatioh assam- Altered the brazlnl_proOesSandaddeda
._, bly with bodyafter brazing, brazing fixture to better position and
_: stack pacts peloe to the btazlng opec-

/ atlon.

! : Inadequate thermal conductivity a.ltered the techniqueby which the tube
i °:_ between the body assembly and the body is attached to the bus bars from "
i i:_. mechanical supports, torch solderingwith Indium to a bonding
_:_il method utilizing silver-loaded epoxy
_:, ; with high thermal conductivity.

_,_'

FflleN between ferrules and copper pole Proeedures were modified to provide
=.i!:. pteeesvary after braze operation, additional controls and inspectionsteps

during brazlnl_. This resulted in better
_:" workmanship and uniformity.

_oi '

_! Notch filter center frequency shifted Replaced aluminum cavity tuners with
: downward about 10 MHz in temper- Kovar tuners.
i ature/vacuum exposure.

,_:!: Incorrect frequency positioning with the The corrective actioh associated with
_ _ tendency of the power and gain peak to this problem included the definition of a

_ be below the lower balid edge and power final tube (_avity layout, with precise
=_ and gain deficiency at the high fre- control of lower cutoff frequency of

_ queneyend. elch circuit section.

!-/_i'
_}_ The small sigt_l gain variation across Several slight design modificationS
i:_; the frequency band waS about 10 dB, in InClUdingalteration to the taper region,excessof the epeoifieation requirement, ferrule nlodification, and improvedsulP
b_i: assemblytest for the tube body.

_ Output circuit oscillations for beam Improved control of lower cutoff fre-
_._' voltages near the specification range, quency of each cavity and reposttioned

certain output _etton eavttle_

2!! The lead insulator for the tet_th elec- Analysi_ showed that the fixture was

_i,_ ttod_ in a MDC fractured at the braze tOo tight and the heat shook during
2_}!_:. Joint at conclusion of the heliarc Welding caused the oel_aml_ to fraCtUre.

_i welding process. Thewe_.ebrazingmodified.fixtureand the procedure
j a_"

.~
=, _%
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Table 8-1. Preduetion and Test Diserepaneles (Continued)

PROBLEM/DISCREPANCY CORRECTIVE ACTION/COMMENT

The eeeamie standoff suppol't in the A design change was initiated that
MDC fractured as a result of a weld altered the support sleeve cor,fil_uration
heat shock, and material to Kovar. A eenteHess

_'Indlng process was _dded to the indi-
vidual insulators for improved heat
expansion match. .._

ArCing between electrodes in the MDC. Changed material of t0th electl'ode to
Results of aflatysis showed that aeetng spun molybdenum and altered the
was caused by oUtgassing Alumina due finishing process to tnelude iron shot
to impregnation residue from the ning of the electrode_. Resulted in
collector finishing process. _proved finish and the t.eduetiotl in

aroinff.

output with t'aspeet to time, temper- coupler and procured impt'oved diodes

aturo, and vacuum, from a different vendor.

Vacuum leaks in tubes after brazing. ImplemeritL_! a procedure for stringent
control of brazing and related t'ework.

141
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This soetlon pre_nts the results of final tests performed on tour rop_sentatlve

units p_3dueed duHt_ the p_duetion phase of the program. The four units include

the life test unit (J_TM-3),the flight unit (QF-4), the prime flight baokUp unit (QF-

3), and another flight backup unit designated QP-5. These units are considered

representative of the tube configuratioM pt_Klueed during the Phase I1 qtNdifi-

eation/p_)duetion contract. They also represent traits of prime ImpoH_nee from

the standpoint of appli_atio, or flmetional ob_rvability.

The data presented herein has I)een extracted from that information suppli@d to

NASA in the final test data report, as a_oelated With the._ .sgeetlve unit. The

data as presented, is in the exact format as it f_poared in the delivered dooument,

and refieets the reportinS requirements stipulated in the final data paokN_e

-, requirements (contained herein as Appendix 5). For _ of elarity, the eurvu

.: and plots have not been Included as part of this report.

The infoMnation is presented in the tube sequenee desigmtted above, and oontains

the test data identified for each tube. The number of peg_J inelttded With the

_- presentaUon for eanh tube is noted below. In each ease the summm7 data sheet Is

provided, trod then a variable quantity of backup data is wovided based o_ the

relative importance associated With the particular unit. The folloWing llsUng

shows the tube flesignator, the tube application, and the number of data peps
:, included.

Tube Ident. (Se,,flalNo.) Applleation Data Pq,_

" ETM-3 120201 LeRC Life Test S

" QI_-4 120221 Flight Unit 25

:i_ QF-3 (20251 Flight l_ekup (Prime) 13

:_: Q¥-5 (20301 Flight ])eel(up 3

_'., PRI_V,I_DINGPAGI_ B,l,/_l K NOT F_)

_ r " 143
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?.t ETM-3 TEST DATA (LeRC Life Test Unit, S/N 2020)

_NAL TEST DATA _,IMA.q.Y
(TabloZ)

Cathode Voltap Ek 11400 Volts
Cathode Current Ik 74.0 mA
Anode Voltase EA 450 Volts "_'

Heater Voltage Ef _. 47 Vnlto
_ impsJ ", Heater Current Zf 1.28i

:. _ Electrode No. _ -L ._. _ -L

Elec_rodeVoltage (kv) 0.0 2.26 _._9 4.52 5.65

(Relative tO Grid)

" 6.78 7.91 9.0/_ 10.17 11./,

Frequency (_Nz) 12040 12O80 1212O
Sat. Output Power (W) 197.4 163.1 177.1
Sat. Drive Power (d.1_) 23.1 22.0 23.7

(mW) 203.8 159.3 232.5

Sat. Oain (dB) 29.9 30.1 28.8
L_ Body Current, Sat(mA) 7.8 5.2 7.0

Transmission,Sat.(_) 89.5 9_.0 90.5
Overall Elf., Sat(_) 38.6 _._ _6.6

, To_al IX:Input Power, Sat. (W) 507.5 471.5 480.2

i.'. Second Harmonic_ Sat. (dBm) +24.0 +10.1 +0.9

i :" Third Harmonic,Sat. (dBm) <15 <15 <15
%: Norms
i _.! A. Dummygain equalizer installed. ZL,= 0.2 _B (Fig. 19)
! _: B. MCS Model M-1142_, S/N 6 wavesuide coupler installed.

!_-:-!',. (Fig. 20) Insertion Loss (dB) 0._ 0._ 0._
.. Frequency (MHz) 120/_0 12080 12120

_: C. Small SiSal Oaln @ 11.930 _ _8.5 dB (ek 11.0 MV

::' D. OST weight 25.0 lb.
p

!_:;, E. Thermistor R/T Calibration (Piss. 2_ and 24).
i F. OST processed over frequency ranKe of 12020 ¢o 12130 MHz

for CWoperation. Limit duty to 10_ outside of this
_., frequency range.

i _
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7.2 QF-4 TEST DATA (Flight Unlt, S/N 2022)

10.0 _ OF Des£1:n k:_ml
Pa_mete_ _ Value

10.1 Saturation Char_cter£stics 12.0_-12.12_

10.1.1 Frequency (GI_) 12.0_8-12.1_ 12.040-12.120 "_
(£or Table XI
a zzx data)

_........_0.1.2 G_ (8) _0"__ _.s (.An)• TablexI (x)
IO.1._ _ Power, Pos, ran. (v) 160 191 (mAn)+

Table XX(.M)
10.1.4 OVez_l _fAc£ency, _tn. (_) 40 _._ (_Ln)Table IX(k)

10.t._ DO Znput Po_er, Fax. (i) 500 474 (max) +
Table IX(A)

lO.l.S sere _n_iss$On e _o°c 92 9_'?o(_n)
Baseplate, MAn. (_) @ 5_ C" Table llX(k)

lO.1.7 .m/m (pos to _s -Zda) (°18) 6 6.74*

10.1.8 Second Order Phase Deviation(o/M_2 ) 0._ Not computedMaX.

+t8 (max)
• 10.1.9. llar_Ltc Output Power, 2n_ (d_ka) +23 Table Z(a)en_ _rd, Max.

10_ (rex) .
10.1.t0 Ther=al Znput to Baseplato, (W) 1_0 _able IX(A): )laX.

:_ 10.2 _k,alY S$_n_l Ch_c_eri_tics
•- (Po = sa_u_a_Aon Po -10 _LB)

10.2.1 _ain VarAat£o_, peak to pe_k_dB) 5 2.9

10.2.2 Oa_-Below 11.928 OPa, Max. (riB) 20 _20

10._ t_oise _sure, Max. (8) 4O _._

10.4 _£_erent£el 0C_ (_ to _ dB 0.7 1.0
below POs) (8)

10._ Spuriou_outpucPowa_(Pd = 0
end NS, excludAn_ harmonAcally
related s£snals)

<-10
a. Xn _ny 4 k_z bend between -10

l_.oen_ 14._ olin (d_)
b. In any iOO_ braid b,_,t_een -IO <-1o

10.0 and t8.0 _Hz (d_)

;:_
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TIJdf_ # L..G394 #2022R-I, TEST UA"l'_ 23APR75 (!), SHEET 21

COL. ,, I '--"-'-"-'-- -- -[ [:_ _.|_30°_
I. FI_F..UUENCY,GHZ 12,079 I -"--'-" ,.
,_. CA'z:IIODI"VOLT5 I ! 197
3. MA 76.0
4. I_F'AM_A'L"_'5 850.6
b. ,_OD Ai_UDf" VOLTS 251 ,,,.
O. MA -.0
7. _IA'rT.s. .0
b. HEA_'rR V_LT5 3..2_
9. A_4Pb I .29

. 10. KA'CT5 4.24

II o NASA OUTPUT Sr'NSO_ MV -.1
!2. NA:SA Rf'VFRSE.SEN$OH. MV .D
13. _!.'VERSF PO_'IF.i_5IO;,IAL DDM .0
14. VACUUzA(VAUNSmLOG( i4/M^ 3) ) 14.4
15. dAft'PLAT t" CALOi_IMF.TF;_ P, .0
I0. i_F-OU.TP.JJ_CAUJttlf'.'TI::R 11 .0

17. tel- Ut¢tVE DBt4- . -35,.5
IU. /_ .0
19. OU'L'PU_"pOhrR DBt4 -52.0
20. _AT_S .0
?_.. GAIN DB .0

22. "L'OT_LC-LL_U/,Utt _!A 75.6

gJ. l PA._._tCrP_I¢.*_ ,t,_A I .4

Za. ,"f.*,'r_ 9.4
25 • 1_1_LU_b _A'I"TS .0

2"1. _EGIDUAL BEAt4 I_'R AT
COLLECL'OR _IAT£5 841. I

28. TO'_'AL H'/ II'IPUT HAT'P3 143.4
29. OU'_'PUT+INTCPT:+LOSS ¢4 9.4
30. COLU'CTOR blSSIP. _L 134.0
31. AVOr. I_.tPAC_ VGLT_ 1773
32. CSJLLECCO_FFF]C[E.CY PCT b4.1
33. UV_iCALL !'FFIC INCL HTR .O

35, ELECTRONIC EFF[C, PC7 .0
36, NASA DFF, PCT ,0
37. THEi_IbCOI_ NO. I DEO C 61.1
38. _E_ISTOi_ _0. 2 OCO C 220.4

3v. "_t='R!._IG'['UI_NO. 3 D_G C 54.5 _"_
40, "_'H_'RM[STDRNO, 4 DEO C 47.8 _ it=

I

'1 RCv.A: COL. NO DRIVE

_' COt,. 1 55°C _J_S_ P/_'I_

! -

zzz(u)

i73 i

'_ 6.,_ .... .o
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7.3 QF-3 TI_$T DATA (Flight Backup, Pr|me, $/N 2025)

,0.0 SpeelfLcations QF Design Actual
P_e_ Specification VaXue

0.1 - Sat_ratlon Characterls_;ios

0.1 .:1 FrecluencF ' (GH_.) 12.0_-12.12_ 12_0_8-12.12_

A 29.1(29.o)Min"0.1.2

10.1.} 0utput 9oWer, PoS, _Ltn. (W) tS0 A 177 (160) Min.

_0.1.5 IX:Input Power, Max. (W) 500 /+70(@8,). .
Table Iie(XIIe)

,0.1.6 Beam Transmission "@50°C
Ba_eplate, "41n. (_) 92 A 96 (92.7) Min.

0.1._ Am/Pro(poe to Poe -_m) C°/_) 6 B 6_0__

_0._--8 Second Order Phase Deviation(o/MHz 2) 0._ B No_ computedMax.

10.1.9 Harmonic 0utpu¢ Power,. 2nd (dBm) +23" B + 1_• and 3_d, MaX.

91 (IOO)

: 10.1.10 ThermalMax.Input %0 Baseple*.e,(W) 150 A TableIIe(XXIe)

I0.2 Small Sl_nal Char_cteristlcs
_Po = saturation_¢ -10 d3)

I0.2.1 Gain Variation, peak ¢O peak (d_) 5 A--_.I (2.7)

10.2.2 Galn-BelOw 11.928 GI_, Max. (dB) 20 B 5.6

10.3 Noise Figure, Max. (dB) _0 B 30.5

.'0,_ Di_terentlal Gain (_ to 2_ dB .(riB) 0.7 A 1.0 (1.2)below Pos)

10.5 Spurious Output Power (P_ = 0
and I%:tS,exclud_u_ _nlcally
related signals}

.

a. In a_y 4 kHz band between -10 _ <10
I,.O and 1.._ u_z (_)

b. In any 100 MHz band between B
• 10.0 mid 18.0 G::z (_) -10 _10

L;.,_

,;

L" 174
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_ _0,0 SDea_._'_.eatio_ (con_:Lnued) OF _eatgn ._t:ual

10.6 Ovel-drive without OST damage,
ContinuOus, Max. (d_) \ �¨�(*_.5)

Sh_r_; Ten < 0.5 sec, .v.ax. (dg=) +4_.4 A . +43."

10.7 ]_ower Processor.. Requ:Lrement s (OST S/N 2032)
(Set to 0;_ decal values)

10.Y.1 CathOde Voltage wit_ resp4.pct(KV)to grouna.. -11._ *.0.3 A -11.._

10.7.2 ¢oAn°degro_d--V°ltageW_th respect -(._)__. ..... __0 +-200 A 150

: 10.?.3 AnOde Current, Fax. (mA) 0.1 A--._-<0.t

10,7.4 Hea_er Current, (oonstunt (A) 1._ 20.1 A 1.29(_urrent su_ly).
.

10.7._ Heater Yol_ge with reBpect (Y) 4.2
to .ca_ode. A J;.42

10.7.6 BOdy..Current.OVerload Trip (etA) ":0 A 10

10._'.7 Ion Pump Supply Voltage (RV) 2.3 - 3.3 * _0

10.7.8 ]:On Pump Current Overload
Trip (SIn of t..'o pumps) (t_A) 10 A _ 10

"10.7.9 Collector.Voltages., _ectrode O, 20, .30, 40.
#1 - _10 (_ of cathOde volCege) 50, 60, 70, 80 A. OK

: 90 and 100

: 10.7.10 gaSeplate Te=perature

_ Operating (Oc) 0 1;o +58 A 0 to +85

! At Turn on (°C) -t5 to !d�x�A0 to +85
: Non-Operating _.___ ....-__0to *65 A 0 to +85

_ '0.8 RefocuusCn__etlc Field PR _4

i 10.9" _ei_lt OS_ (lb) 26.02 Max. C 26.47

10.10 Design Life (y_) 2 2

_; 10.11 Wave_ulde Type t_R-75 WR-75

!....

!:i
;.

;='

I:i

i!

C
=fi

[;

t:
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7.4 qF-5 TEST DATA (Flight backup, S/N 20_30)

10.0 SpecX£ic,_tion_ _ QP Des£_ Actual
._a.et_r _pee_fioa_io. Wlue

10.1 .Saturation Ch_ractori_tlcs

10.1.1 F_equency (C_I-_) 12.0_58-12.12.3 12.C_0-12.12' ,,,.
(fOr Table !

data)

10.t.2 _o._
Table Ilk

10.1._ Output Power, Poe, Mln. (11) 180- _le II(k)

lo.1.4 over_Lu_nc±eno_,,m. (_) 4O _a_e::(i)
10.1.5 DC Input Power, Max. (W) _00 487

Table ZT(£)
10.1.6 Beam Transm£ssion @ 50°C

:'as,plate, l_t.u. (_) 92 91.1
e

lo._.7 ._I_ (Poe 'co _oe -2cm), Max.(°/_) 6 ?

10.1.8 3eoOnd O_de_. Phase DQviation(o/MHz 2) 0._ No% Oo_pu_e
Max.

i

10.1.9 endHarm°nlc_i-d,_ax.Ou_putPower, 2nd (diSh) +2.3 _le I(a) ii

10.1.10 Thel-_alInput.%o _aseplate, (If) 150 Title II(k)

10.;_ _all SiSal Characteris%!c_ i
'- _Po ,, sa_cura'_:Lon _ -10 d_;

• l1(_.2.1 Gain Yariation, Max, pk _o pk (_1 5

_'- 10.2.2 Oaln-BelCw 11.928 GHz, Max. (dB) 20 <20

10._ No£_e Fi_e, Nax. (dB) 40 _6

10.8 Refo(_usln_ Ma_net_.o Fiel_i PH P_

10.9 _e£t;ht O_ (lb) 26.02 _. 26.5

lO.lO_. _._e (_,) 2 2
10.11 _aveliutdeType _R,-'_P _-7_

___;:_i)::........iii__:i_.;i_ii........................................................................;.......i---22.................................._.............2....................................................i:..................................................::
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10.0 _pecifica_iohs (contlnuod) CLFDesAsn Aettzal
Parsmet:e_ _ee lfAcat_o n Value

10.4 mfferentA_ Cain (3 to 2_ dB 0.7 0.78
belov Pos) (ea_ t

10.5 SpurAous Output Power (_d • 0
and Pds, 6xclUd_lg har_nleally
related eA_talsJ ,_

a. L_ az_y_ _ ]_andbetween -10 <10
14.0 and 1_.3 a_. (d_)

b. In any 100 rCHzbaud _et_een -10 <10
10.0 and 18.0 GHz (d_n)

lO.6_drive without OSTdamage, ´testcontinuous,Max. (dk)

Shor_ Term, < 0.5 sac, Max. (dBm) _J4_.4 No Test

10.7 _r Processbr Rea.u:Lrements
(Set t_ OaT decal values)

10.7.1 Cathode Voltage w£th respect(kV) -11.3 -+0.3 -11.3to ground.

10.7.2 Anoae Voltage _ith respect (V) _0 ±_00 2_0
to ground. . i

10.7.]5 AnOdeCurrent, Max. (mA) 0.1 ¢C.1 i

10.7.4 Heater Current, (constant (A) 1._ .+0.1 1.2_ tcurrent eul_ly).

t0.7._ Heater Voltage _A_h respect
to cathode,Max. (v) 4.2 _._

10.7.6 Body Current Overload Trip (_) 10 10

10.7.7 Ion _=p Supply Voltage (kV) 2._, 3.3 3.0

10.7.8 Ion _ Current Overload
Tr£p(_n o_ t_o pumps) (_A) 10 10

t0.7.9 COllector Vol_gea, _Lectrode . O, 20, ]_0, AO.
el - #10 (_ of ca_ode vo].,_ge) _0, 80, 70, 80

9O and 100

10.7.10 B_aseplate Temperature
opez_t_c (°c) o _ +_e 3_to_

Non-OperatAng (00) -20 _o +6_ N6 Test

188
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8.0 CURRKNT 8TATUB

DUri/3gthe comDletion of the two-pha,e eontra0t, a total of thirty two OJH"swere

fabricated. ADproximately one-half of these _its were delivered to LeRC for

i evaluation, test, and flight. The delivered units rept'esent several conftL_urations

and contain various designed/seleOted Subassemblies. Table 8-1 provides a

suturaL,7 of the units fabricated, the unit destination or location, the contraetual

designator if 8pplieable, and any unusual design feature of characteristic and/or

utilization essoeiated with the unit. In the ease where units did not complete the ""

i fabrication proeess or they were dismantled for subassembly rouse, or salvaged for

some other purpose, it is noted.

OST S/N _02:_ (QF-4) is presently in or'bit via the CTS satellite, and appears to be

functioning in aecordanee with specification requirementS. The summary data and

_r aeeeptanee test data associated with this unit shows that the output poweri

exceeds 200 Watts, and the efficiency is approximately 50% with a gain of 30 dB.
i.

The values shown reveal that the unit meets or exceeds the spoeifieation Values in

all but three minor Oatego_ies, ineludin;r weight. The data shows an excess unit

weight of approximately three ounces, or less than 0.1 kilogram. The out of

spoeifieation readings were considered to have little or no Impart on system

operation, and the unit was aeeepted by NASA al_d deSik_ated for flight operation.

OST S/N 2020 (ETM-3) was seleeted for life test at LeRC, although the U-tab

Collector was not the flight design. A summary of the aeeeptanee data for this

i_. unit is contained in section 7.0, herein. At present, the tube has experienced overi
14,000 hour's of continuous duty without changes in performanee. It is seheduled

for additional test until an aeeumulati6n of approximately 20,000 hours has been

reaehed.

t OST S/N 2025 (QF-3) was seleet_d as the prime flight unit baekup. A summary of

ii the acceptance data, together with a limited amount of test data for this unit, is

+-, shown in section 7.0++
!+_

Other units are being Subjected to a variety of functional optimization tests,

_+ subsystem verification investigations, and other related test projects.

P I'RtmzDtNG PiLing

i9t

E :
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-:/_ Table 8-1. Status of Units

,i_'*i!. UNIT STATUS/
": NO. DF._IGNATOR LOCATION COMMENT/UNIT UTILIZATION

:_ 1 E=I Not Assembled incomplete ullit
0:i'

:: 2 E-2 LeRC Two staffe collector, demo unit
h. _t

' $ P-1 LeRC Phase I evaluation
i L:J"

i *__. 4 - Not fabricated Incomplete unit ,-

'"' 5 ETM-1 LeRc Phase I evaluation, Preliminary
, ;_ ,n,=sra_,on tests

_" 8 P-$ Litton Moveable collector spike

_-._,._ 7 ETM-2 LeRC Phase I evaluation, MDC aperature
.:._/_ experiment
.,_,. 8 - Scrapped PPS integration tests and vibration

i_'i':_ 9 - Not fabricated

_.:. tO - Utton Single step taper
!:;:_:_:, 11 - Set,apped Low power

-h_. 12 - Disassembled Hard limiting, ptz]sebreakup

!_:_._:; 13 - Litton Ref_ d_tg, n tests,, pin-_oke,
_: MDC vibration tests

_: 14 EXperimental Litton Circuit Subassembly evaluation

_*' 15 Experimental Litton Kidney sl0t oouplingevaluation
_ 16 - Litton Short MDC spike, life test

_:. 17 - LeRC Temperature test_,.rf test
::,:- 18 - Not fabricated

,_: _ -

:!.S 19 QF-1 LeRC Retrofit forETM-1
:=y.,

_.:,.. 20 ETM-3 LeRC Life test, ongoing

_.__ _1 QF-_ CRC Integration t_sts, U tab MDC

_} _ QP-4 LeRC-CTS--_ Flight unit, in orbit via CTS

_.:. _3 - Litton Transit mishap, vibration test

;::. • _4 - Di_tssembled Ma_nal stability
i o/'
o:!. _ QF4 LeRC FliEht backup (Prime)

_,,. =B - Litton Low frequencyi <:
':_,:°, _7 QF4 LeRC iqfsht baokup

!o_ 28 - Df_mmbled Cathode AuS_ranalysis
_-'::, _9 - Di_u_Sembled Margins] stability

i -

:.._._,_,_ ._..,e,s_= 0 . ._._.._ ............. _.__o=_,= ,_, ,,,._-?o _,_.,_o.,,,,_._..._,_o_7;o_,_.,_...0.-._-, _,_.,,o .:."_o",, o o.." _o,,' • . o_. _ oO_' _ _,.. _:,o ,, o: .... ,
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Table 8-I. StatUs of Un/ts (Continued)

UNIT STATUS/
NO, DESIGNATOR LOCATION COMMENT/UNIT UTILIZATION

i t

30 QP-5 LeRC Storal_etest-flight baokup

31 - LeRC Display model-sectioned

32 - Litton Margins/stability

33 - Litton Marginal stability ..-

34 QF-? LeRC Flight backup

35 - Litton Modified taper, improved stability

36 QF-8 LeRC Display model, paek_ed

i93
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gJ O_NCLUSlOB

This section presents the _neluslons, observations and the new teohnolngy results

obtained during the overall CTS TWTprogram effort,

0.1 ATTAINMENTOF OBJECTIVES

The p_pme of this program was to demonstrate the feasibillty for the design,

through armlysls, limited production, and test, of a high effieieney 12 GHs.
traveling wave tube that produees 200 watts of ew output power for use in the ..
COmmmlieations Technology Satellite. The principle features of the tube included

a coupled cavity rf eireuit, velocity taper, and a multistage depressed eolle_tot

whieh provided an overall effleieney of approximately S0 percent from a circuit

op6rating at 26 percent electronic effieieney. The objeetives of the program were
met with the end result being an operational satellite in orbit providing television .

ttansmisstoaS using the L-$394 traveling wave tube.

The results of this pto_am show that design and performance of a highly efh_tent

200 watt traveling wave tube for spa_e c,ommunieation are practical and

attainable within the boutlds Of existing teohnolOgy. The tube defined durl_ this

pro_am uses periodic permanent magnet focusing. A two-step velocity taper is
ineorporated in the slow wave structure for velocity reSyttehronization with the

modulated beam The spent beam is reconditioned in a permanent magnet

refocusing section .afore it is colleeted in the multistage depressed coUeetot.
The e011eetor is radiation cooled to deep space, and is heat insulated from the

tube body. At saturation, the tube provides a Cwoutput power of 225 watts with a

30 dB gain and an overall efficiency of 48 pareent. The weight of the tube is

approximately 26 poUndS(11.75 kilograms).

9.2 OBSERVATIONS

During the design, fabrleatl0n, and test of the tube, several prOblems were
encountered. A summary of the problems has been pre_ttted in a provious

seetion; however, tesolutl0_ to some of these problems resulted in ptovtditig

observations relating tO interrelated design goaltl, fabrication techniques, and test

methods. Some of these 0bservatiOnsare presehted her_in:

a, Variatiom in pei,fOrmaneecharacteristics of a tube dOdot necESsarilyindicate

a deficiency in the basle de_igtl, but probably the result of construetlon,

loathing, and ai/gnment opetat|onJ.
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b, A coupled eavtty oireuit can be designed end red,fleeted for greater than 30

percent basle effieienoy over the 85 MHz band at 12 GHz u_ng/_ two-step

velocity tapar.

e. The performanee of a high efficiency oOupl_dOavltytraveling Wavetube with
a IOwperveanee design can be predicted using eomputee analyses.

d. It is possible to experience frequency shifts when the oireUit assemblies are

exposed to a brazing prOoeSs. This shift is usually downward and must be .,-
considered prior to final dimensioning or selection of the pole pieees, spacers,

ahd axial dimension related piece parts,

e. The length and functional characteristics of the refocusing seetlon have

signifioant impaot on the eolleetor performanee. The Increased length of the

refocusing section improves the overall efficiency of the tube.

f. The MDC with nine depressed st_eS designed by Dr. Ko_melll of LeRC

improves the overall effieieney to greater than 50 percent with collector

effieieneies of appmxitnately 80 p_eeent,

g, The oolleetor for a 200 watt tube operateA at acceptable temperatures within
the vacuum envelope truingradiattorl eooling to deep _paee.

h. The spike length affects the optimization and average enerL_ sorting

effleienOy. If it is tOo long _reat_ than 1.6 om), the result is excessive

dispe_lon of the most ene_etie eleeteons. If it is too short, an/nsuffieent

number of the eleOtons are dispersed, remflting in high pewee dissipation. The t
collector design iS inseMittVe to Variations in voltages, beam size and space 1

charge as long as the beam is refocused and its entering dtspersio_ angle is in

the range of 1o to 60.

i. Utilizing an experimental tube circuit in a test environment, the followi,.4_

results Wereobtained:(1) Maximumeleotronie efficiency iS _hoWnwhenthe

taper Starts geveral riB, 2.$ to $ depending o_ frecjUeney,below Saturation, (_)

0 simpl_ eav/ty peOb_ can be useful in determinlng forward and backward wive
: powe_, and eari be tneiuded In experimental desigM without a edgnifMaht

impact on tube reliability; (3) it is D_mible to separate the forward and
backward waves with a plebe, even though it is oonsldered a non-direOtlonal

• i96
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devise, and (4) the experimental delsl_fndisplayed a substantial margin of

stability in both the Input and oenter sections, as indicated by the absenceof

osolllations over a Widerangeof beam voltage ahd input sour're VSWK,

J. The L-5394, S00 watt tube with the eantileavered multfstal_e depressed

collector Will withstand a launOh environment and funotion suoee_fully in a

deepspare environment.

k. The design and application of the high power traveling wave tube need not be

limited to a s//_lar spare eommtmio_ttiontransmissionsystem, but could be

extended to many other applications where low cost ground terminals #.anbe

used. The frequencies reserved exolustvely for satellite communications and

used by the CTS are devoid of the tntet'ferenoe pt_)blemassociated with other

terrestial oommtmieations systems. This could result in the expansion Of

numerous vital links to ismlatedoommunities or outposts and could include

transmittal of intet'eommtmitycontaet information, medical data for improved

health rare or remote dta_osiS, wide ooverage _dueaU_)nalinformation or

specialized instruetional data, and emergency/disaster data.

9.3 NEW TECHNOLOGY

The phenomenon of minute ion oseillatiorm ealled "ticking" was StUdied in

eonjunetion .with the test of two late model pt_xlueUon tubes. The oSeillatious

were minor and did not cause any operational degradation of the tubes. A possible

technique for SuppreSSing the_ ion eseill&tions in.., linear beam miorowave

amplifiers was presented to NASA via the new teetmoiogy reporting method and a

Summary is t'epeated herein. This teehnique involves the use of the first colleetor

electrode and the gun anode to provide q potential barrier at each end of a rf

interact/on elreult.

A. The Problem:

The U_S are Sinai1 irres_lar varlatior_ o_ the body eu_redt, w/th a geherally

.. triangular wavefo_m. The amplitude was 0 to 0,3 mA, sup@HmpO_edon the d_
_. to $ mA body ourrent, frequency 0.5 to 10 H% duration .02 to .2 see.

197
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oeeadonallythe ticksehanSefrom a triangular to a squarewaVeform. Small
changesin the _ outputareobservedoolneldentw/th the tiers. Figure9-1 Isa

simplified illuSti.ativedisplayof t/ektil_ree_ underchangingtest conditions.

A previous figure; 2-8 Is a dialP'amof the OST, seetl6nedalong the axis,
showingthe loe_tlon of the gUnanodeandfirst eolleetor eleetrode.

B. Obsel'Vations:.

1. T/ekingIs onlyseenin hard,we]l-agedtubes. ..

2. T/eking occurswith oz'w/thout rf dt'ive,but the amplitudeandfrequency

are modifiedby the drive.

3. T/eking occursat all valuesof anodevoltagefrom 0 to 550 Volts, but 13

modified by the voltage; a generally optimum region at about 250 volts was
seen on both tubes.

4. T/eking is independentof ]Zel (potential on eolleeto_element No. 1 W/th
z'espeet to body) up to +80 Volts and is suppressed by higher positive

Voltage:. It is also suppressed by simila_ positive voltages on He2 if Eel is
below the suppression range. The voltage rax_e over Which s_ppi'e_Ion

oeeUrs is only about 20 V.

5. Tieking is modifiedby collector tempez'ature;bttt the observationsare
somewhattneonsisteflt.One tubeshoweda reductionof tieking rate with

increasing To (one test only), while the other tube showed an iner_zsing

t/eking _te and decreasing amplitude, with Irtereasing Te, in repeated
tests.

8. '['[ekingrote inereasesand amplitudedeereases(sometimesto zero) with

• applie_tion of heat to eithe_ the eight or one liter/second ion pump,

Whetherthe pumpis operatingoFnot. Applieationof heat to ot,ez'p_ts

of the tUbepz_lUeedOnlya s]L[ghtincreaseof ticking rate excepton the

refOeus_eet/onwhichproduceda slightdeereue.

zge
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7. in the tests noted in 6.0, pfu.sure readihl!ptof about O.:I IJA on the 8

liter/se0ond pump and 0.9 IJA on the erie liter/second pumpwere obsorved

when the heat was sufficient to reduce the tidk amplitude to .05 mA or

less. No pressure lndioatton wasseen under the other eoncUtions.The 0.3

I_A on the 8 liter pump oorraspondsto 3 x 10"9 Tort (14 vauns, or 1014

molecules/m3).

8. No tlekinl_ was observedin cathode pulsedoperation (oolleetor voltageson

de), at eirlyduty eyole (maximum at approximately 80%), or at any _se ..

length (maximum 18 roses, minimum 70 l_see). There was excessive hash

when operating in pulse mode, and smell ticks may have been present, but

might not have been observed.

9. In de operation with cathode voltages switched off and on again, tiekinl_

took about 2 secondsto restart on oneunit, independentof the off period in

the range 1.5 to 10 seconds;for longer (severedminutes} off p_riodS the

tioking took longer to reappear. In the othel_ufiit, the tJeldng e_ppeared

faster, but went through a quite eomplioated but fairly reproducible eyele

of repetitioll rate ehemge_- slowing _or 2-3 seeonds, then inereUing

rapidly, then deoreasfngslowly over an hour or so.

C. Theories:

Several reuses for the ticking existence emnbe posited. These reuses are

listed and briefly dtsoussedherein.:

1. insulator breakdown and reeharging.

2. Thermo-meehanieeddistortion of a part heated by the beam.

' 3. Gas discharges (i.e. ares).

4. ion disehal_es.

:00
,\
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The last sauce seems by far the most probable since: (1) e_h be ruled out by

the great similarity In behavior of the two units with rmpe¢t to collector

voltages; arid (_) sen be ruled out by the ranl_eof ticking frequencies produced

by, for exetmplo,heating the pumps, Thermo-meolzanieal oseill,.,tzo_ would be

expeOtedto have a narrow frequency range controlled by the elastic and heat

sink properties of the movingpart, which would change very Uttie. The gas

breakdown, (3), 18more difficult to rule out, but the observedpressuresare low

for this to occur, and It is difficult to see why it would not have been observed

mush earlier at Idgher pressure. The discharge of ions trapped in the beam "

potential well, (4), fits most of the observations except the va.i_"o_ wi_'p

eo_eetor temperatuee on the first unit. It doesagree with the more numer _:.
observationson the secondunit.

Briefly, the theory is that at a pressureof <3 x I a'_" , ,on_are formed in

the beam at a rate of about 1016 per see per. , c_ 109 per see within the

beam volume. At this rate, the beam will be neutralized in a few seconds, and

the ions will be able to flow over the weak potential barrier formed by the

beam expap_ion at the collector end. When about 10% of the ions h_,ve

escaped, the poterttial barrier reasserts itself, and the accumulation continues.

Thus the interval between ticks should be on the order of 10% of the time to

the first tick, when the pressure is constant. After long off periods the

pressure is lower, so the time to the first tick is larger.

The current represented by the escaping pulse of ions is only a few nanoamps,

so this is not the observed current. The escaping ions change the potential in

the beam, and thUs cause a small change in beam diameter, on the order of 6 x

10-4 era; when the beam is already scraping the tunnel wall (which it is,

because we ot)set've de body current), then a 6 x 10"4era change of diameter is

enough to cause the observed changes in body current. This change in beam

size is consistent with a few volts change in beam potential, which in turn is

consisterit with the calculated 9.0 volts depression for the electron beam by
itself.

On this theory, in a poor vacuumthe ions are generated fast enough to pour

over the potentied barrier in a continuousstream, and the berHer earmotassert

itself until the pressure Is down to about 14 vauns. It is not clear why the

201
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amplitude of the ticks varies as it does. All the evidence so far is that as the

vacuum improves beyond 14 vauns, the ticks get slbwet, arid later. The limit

on amplitude was not determined.

D. Teehnolo_ Conelusions

If this theory is correct, then all hard tubes will eventually develop ticking, as

the vacuum impt'oves. The vacuum would have to be le_s than 12 vauns

(approximately 10"11 Tort) to make ticking infrequent enough (less than 1 pet' '_

mi;,ute) to ignore. This is probably unlikely in a closed or sealed tube.

Ion oscillations are suppressed when an insurmountable potential border is

established at the collector end of the interaction circuit by raising Eel to

+150 volts. This worked, under all conditions tested, on both units. A

potential barrier at the gun end of the interaction circuit was established by a

positive potential of +150 to +550 volts applied to the anode.

A possible technique to suppress ion oscillations in linear beam tubes (such as

the OST) Would it_clUde the use of the first collector electrode and the gun

anode to provide a potential barrier at each end of a rf interaction circuit.

This technique could be utilized and demonstrated in future tube designs.

2O2
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APPBNDIX |

DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS LIST

- 1.0 DmqNnqOlm

:_ CTS Communications Technology Satellite

_. SIC The CTS Spaeeeratt
/i;

::- TWT Traveling Wave Tube

_" MDC Multistage depressed collector -.-

_ OST OutpUtstage tube; eombirmtion of the TWT and MDC

=_ EP.S_ Power Proeessing Subsystem; conVerts solar.cell power into__
_:. usable power.
i)"
_?i TEP TranSmitter Experiment Package; the oombinatton of the
.): _T, PPS, instrumentation, eant_is and stmetm'e.
);",i,
!. LeRC Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio

_ ETM Engineering Test Model

=_: QF Qualification Flight Model OST

-_.. NF The ratio of the toted to available output noise Dowe_"i¢th_
,_ amplifier were noiseless (NOise Figure).

__:. BW Bandwidth

:,_ CG Center of Gravity._

_: CL Center Line

il SHF Super High Frequeney

=:_ CRC OommunieatlonS Researeh Centre (Canada)

PB PasSband (the three dB small elignal bandwidth)

_ 7.0 SYMBOL8

ii:I, B magneti_fluX density

b Pieroe velocity parameter, or beam radius

'_ C Pieree ipaJnparameter

" d Pierce attenuation parameter

_. Voltage

•°_' _07

_,--_ ,

_, ..
¢ ;_ _% _ _. o_ . o _ ; o ,,_
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Le SYMBOLS (ConUnued)

• eleetronio ellarge

f frequency

h cavity height

Ie eolleetor electrode current

io de eurrent

K interaction impedance ...

L loss in elreult, dB

1o caVity period

m particle mass

Ie magnetic focusing period

nP. nonopers (Pervanee)

Po rf output power

ra beam tunnelradius

t b beam radius

rf rsdio frequency

t time variable

ttO de electron veloeity

V eleetrie potential, Volts

Vo cathode to body voltage

Vg group veloeity

Vp phase velocity

7 radiai propagation eonstant

k wavelength

etfleieney

kp plasma wavelength

phase shift angle per eaHty, radlans

2O8
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SoO SOMC_S

o oolleotor

ot elroutt

dis disgipation

in input

K oathode

n eolleotor eleotrode number ,--

o standard sectionor initial vsdue

p __plateau value

out output

r radial component

tee recovered

: z axial component
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" ; APPKNDIX 4

OST QUALIPICATION PLIGH D_BIGN DOCUMJ_NT

1.0 SCO

This document desctlba the OST designconfiguration which will be producedfor
qUalificatiOn and flight.

This d_cument reflects the baseline status as of date of issue and will not be "
updated for each engineering change order.

:. 2.0 Slow Wave Structure

: The _low wave structure (or tube body) is composed of an input Section, first sever
: (or termination), center seetion, second sever, and output seetton. The

configuration of the variousseet/onsis set forth below:

2.1 Cbeutt Layout DraWing

"_ The OST Circuit Layout Drawing is Litton Drswing #142f53-XXX, where XXX
" will vary _th each OST serial number tO document dimenSions defined in cold

te_t. Cavity diameters and gaps specified below may be altered in cold test to
obtain the desired match.

2.1.1 Input Seetion

No. eavtties 10
Period .125 inch (.$18 era)
Cavity diameter .595 lneh (1.511 era)
Cavity height .095 in(_h(.241 era)
Gap .0382 Inch (.097 era)

2.1.2 center cUon
No eaVitles 14
Period .1_5 Inch (.318 em)
Cavity d/ameter .595 inch (1.511 cm)
Cavity height .095 In(_h(._41 era)
G_mp .0382 inch (.097 am)

: 2.1.3 Output Seetion

Cavities are listed lri order from seL.ondtermiflation to the output wavegt/fde
coupler.

- "lt. L'C_G PAOE BLASTK NOT r[_.."
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NO. OF' PERIOD DIAMETI_R HRIOHT
CAVITIES (|N./CM) (IN./CM) (IN./CM)

STD 1 10 .1250/.3111 .S95/1.511 .0950/.241

STD 2 3 .119'/1.304 .808/1.544 .0897/.998

T - 1 1 .11751._98 .608/1.544 .0875/.2|2

T - 2 1 .1150/.292 .608/1.844 .0850/.218

T - 3 1 .1100/.279 ,608/1.544 .0800/J03

T - 4 1 .10501.267 .808/1.544 .0750/.191

T - 5 5 .1000/.254 .608/1.544 .0700/.178 ""

T - 6 1 .0950/.241 .607/1.542 .0650/.165

T - 7 1 .0900/.225 .80't11.542 .0600/.152

T - 8 _ .0850/.216 .607/1.542 .0550/.140

The gap-to-period ratio is nominally 0.3 bUt is subject to change in Ooldtest to
obtain _e required match.

2.1.4 Cold Test CHteHet

Th_ following _re goalsof the aold test peoeedure:

1. Align the lowet eutoff frequenei_s (P|) points of each seotion to 12.010 GHz
before braze. To the extent that some misalfjptment ( t15 MHz) eanttot be
avoided the highest Pi points in the output seetton intuit be in T-5. The
dlstribuUon of Pi points in the output seeUon shall be verified by the
methodsgiven in AppendixA.

Return los8 e_tves shall have a clean sharp leading edge free from notches
or offer strueture. AS frequendy/netea_s above the onset of return lo_s,
there shall be a tepid drop in power return ratio to at least -15 dB before

_7_ hange in direeqon. Return lossshall remain below -10 dB untli at leastMHz aboVethe 10 dBretUrn loss frequency.

Before brag.e, eharaeteristie trequenel_ as determined in eold test shall be
given below.

Input _eUon

5 dB R.L. 12,095 ± 1S MHz

10 dB P,.L. 12,050 :f:15 MHZ

20 di] LL. 11,9_J5+ 15 MHz

,Center Section

5 dB R.L. i_,015 _:15 MHz

10 dB R.L. i2,030 :f:15 MHz

90 dB I.L. il,9fl5 + 15 MHz

914
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Output _ction

5 dB R.L. 12,020, lO MHz

10 dB R.L. 12,030,15 MHz

20 dB I.L. 12,015 .+15 MHz

In the output saetlon, one of the three above eharaeteelstlo frequencies
taken in the forward direction shall exceed the same f|'equeney taken In the
reverse direction by more than 5 MHz. In any section, each of the these
ehare.eteHstic frequeneles shall be the same in both direct/one within 15
MHZ. -,_

2. LeRC shall approve cold test results of output sections before braze,

2.1.5 Mal_nets

Manufacturer- Raytheon
Material- Samarium Cobalt
Peak Axial Field

Standard Section - 1500 Gauss (± 2 magnet rings)
Remaltider of Section - 0.200 Gauss

Focusing Scheme - Double period PPM (_Ingle period for each coupler)
Refocusing Field - 400-600 Gauss (determined in test)

3.0 Gun

The electron gun is comprised of a heater, cathode button, foeteling elee.ttode,
anode, Instating eeramles and supporting structure. The ptwpose of the gUh is to
provide the electron beam for interaction.

3.1 The gu_ assembly shall be cont['olled by Litton Drawing #112783 and Litton Gun
Assemb|y Procedure CFPA 154.

3.2 Description

C_th0de type Impregnated t_pten
Manufaet_er Litton Industries
Design Perveanoe 62,2 nanoperv
OpetatiN[ temperature <1100 de_roes C
Beam minimum diameter <.030 inch (.076 em)

3.3 C_thode Processing

Cathode praglow and temperature calibration shall be controlled by Litton

procedure CFPT 301. A norms] sequence is as follows: t
q

1. Assemble focus electrode into cathode suppoz't assembly.

2. Place cathode assembly into gun assembly (air exposure).

3. Prag|ow gun assembly and run temperature calibratiofl.

2i5
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4. AOtlvate to run beam analyzer teats per Litton gun s_sembly testing ,
procedure CFPT 300.

5. Install on OST (air exposure).
i
4

4.0 Collector ii

The collector is composed of ten (10) elects)des, an electrically Insulated sUpport
structure and a vacuum enclesute. The purpose of the collector i8 to provide a
means of rooovering kinetic energy from the spent beam, thereby increasing
efficiency and reducing heat loading of the baSeplate. --

1. Collector assembly shall be controlled by Litton Drawing #115403,

2. Description

Electrode ,material Molybdenum
/.perture 4 deg/'ees
Spike length .316 inches (.803 cm)

5.0 Tube Prooessin_

: All OS_s are baked out in a double vacuum retort prior to hot test. The inside of
the OST is evacuated at high temperature to remove gas and Volatile compounds
and provide the vacuum riecessary for successful cathode operation and life. The
external vacuum that is provided on the tube, at the sanle time/is the internal
vacuum, prevents atmospheric oxygen fl'om attacking the circuit bi'aze material
a,_d c_tusing leaks. It also prevents the extei'Ior of the copper cireult from
oxidizing.

5.1 Exhaust processing shall be controlled by Litton procedure CFPE307. Several
salient features of thi_ procedure are as follows:

I. Tube body baked at 450°C, collector at 600°c.

2. Cathod_ hot flashed I0 minutes at 1200°C when internal pi'esSure
<8 x 10"_ Torr.

I
3. Cathode operated at 1100°C during remainder of exhaust processing r_.

4. Tube proe_mSedtwelve P" "_s after low pros.sure level is achieved. !:

5.2 Subsequent to exhaust preliminary packaging is done, such as bonding of the bus t
bars, gull leads, gun shield, and, the _ag_ets al'e installed, then the tube is
focused. The tube operating duty cycle shall thml be raised to eontihUoUs _I
operation (cw) at all drive levels with the collector Jacket externall_, heated to
300_C. This allows removal of gases released by impingement of the electron i
beam on varioUs collector plates, i

1i. Bus belt epoxy - EccOBOND 56C, Catalyst 9 !

2. Magnet epoxy - STYCAST 2850 VI'., Catalyst 9

216 1
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After el NASA decision is made that a specific OST Is a candidate for a deliverable
item, final packaging is carried out, This includes the addition of structural
support members, thermistors, and ai_ bakeout to outgels the exterior of the tube.

6.1 The packaged OBTshall conform to Litton Drawing #113420.

6.2 O81' exterior bakeout - 12 hours at 1250C in air.

6.3 Notch filter shall be adjusted such that the small signal gain shall be 20 dB or less
at feequencies below 11.928 GHz. "

6.4 Refocusing field optimization shall be performed to maximize overall efficiency
with saturated power output.

6.5 Collector paint - Sperex SP-101

7.0 Data Paeke_ze

This pat'agraph describes the minimum data required by NASA to determine that
an OST is suitable for final packaging. It also describes the minimum data NASA
requires to determine whether a tube is acceptable for delivery as a qualification
flight model.

7.1 Preliminary Data Package

1. Purpose

To determine whether to package a tube as a QF tube candidate.

2. Contents

All data shall be taken at the optimum cathode voltage unless otherwise
spot_iflsd. Frequencies and operating conditions of any escfllations or
deviation from normal performance shall be specifically identified.
Examples of s,ch deviations ate oscillations, spurious sigllals, limiting,
'tc_.hode slump", unstable focusing or unstable body current, leakage or
shorts between elements, collector "bUzz" or breakdown of collector'
voltages less than 1.S times nominal operating voltage.

a. List of deviations from controlling master list.

b. List of non-conformances to this control document and request for
waivers.

c. Body cur_'ent and P.. versus frequency at eenterband drive levels
adequate to produce saturation, saturation drive plus 6 dB, and
saturation output minus 10 dB. Data shall be taken at the
optimum cathode voltage and at two other voltages within the
11.0 to 11.6 kV r'nge, each voltage different from the other two
by 200 Volts.

d. P versus P,_ at frequencies of 12.040, i2.080 and 12.120 Gtlz.
D_ta shall b_ taken at the optimum cathode voltage and at two
other voltages as specified in 7.1.c.
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e. Vldar data set - 11 frequencies, 12.030 GHz through 12.130 GH_ In
10 MHz [nceements at centerband drive levels adequate to
produce saturation, and saturation output minus 10 dB. Vldar data
shall also be taken at three frequencies (12.040, 12.080 and 12.120
QHz) at centerband drive levels adequate tO produce _turation
and saturation output minus 10 dB for two other values of cathode
voltage as specified in%1c.

7.2 Final Data Package

1. PurpC)$e

To document final tube performance data in flight packaged conditicm..._ --.
and determine aeceptability as QF tube.

2. Contents

a. Frequencies and operating conditions of any oseillations or
deviation from normal performance shall be specifically
identified. Examples of such deviations are oscillations, spurious
signals, limiting, "cathode slump*t, unstable focusing or unstable

_ body current, leakage or shorts between elements, collector
' "buzz" or breakdown of collector v_11ages less than 1.5 times

nominal opet'ating voltage.

b. List of deviations from controlling master list.

e. List of non-conformance to the requirements of this document and
NASA approved waivers.

(1. Body current versus frequency at eenterband drive levels adequate
to produce saturation, saturation drive plus 6 dB, and saturation
output minus 10 dB.

e. Po versus Pin at frequencies of 12.040, 12.080 and 12.1_0 GHz.

f. Vidar data set - Zero drive ease plus 11 frequencies 12.030 GHz
through 12.130 GHz in 10 MHz increments at eenterband drive
level_ adequate to produce saturation, satui.ation output minus 3
dB and saturation output minus 10 dB.

Coupler and equalizer/notch filter insertion loss and return loss
g" characteristic.

h. Wideba_! pulse data to demonstrate that equalizer/notch i_llter
criterion of sec!tion 6.3 is met (11.750-12.250 GHz).

i. An envelope of SatUrated power output venus frequency for the
optimum cathode voltage shall be provided (12.030-12.130 GHz).

j. The l,adio frequency noise at the O5"1'oUtpUt, at zero rf drive,
_ illeluding in-band and out-of-band eomponefits when operating the
_ OST from a de powe_ supply. The i'adto frequency noise shall be
_ determined over the frequency band from 10 GHz to 18 GHz.

,!_ 218
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k. Calibration of the telemetw sensors.

1. The power and _ase of the OST rf output u a ftmetion of
frequency with five rf input levels recorded for the tWo
temperatures listed.

Frequency range: 12.030 to 12.130 GHz

Baseplate Temp: 35°C
65°C

Rf input range: saturation drive
saturation drive +0 dB .-
saturatioh drive +3 dB
saturation output - 3 dB
saturation outp_ut-I0 dB

m. The test date shall ,.'nelude:

spurioUs outputs
second harmonic power
third harmonic power
noise figure

8.0 Master List

A Master (pat_t_)List will be issued for each OST S/N to document the actual parts
Contained in each tube. The controlling master list for the Off[' baseline destiF_
will be the master 1/st for OST 2024. Litton QA shall review, approve, and
dooumen_ for NASA any deviations from the baseline design on O_s subsequent
to OST 2024.

9.0 Confl_cation Control Changes

9.1 Litton Engineering will maintain configuration control via the Litton Engineering
Change Order (ECO) procedure, All Class I changes will require _e approval of
the LeRC Technical Contraet Manager or the LeRC TEP Pro|eet Office Manager.
Litton will $uppy LeRC copie_ of all ECO's.

9.2 Class II Changes are defined as:

1. Ert'ata Changes.

2. Chang_ to alleviate manufacture, assembly, and instailatton diffietflttts
not atfeet/ng contract specifications or this Conflguratio, control
requirements document.

3. Correetlng drafting error.

Aii other changes are considered Class I and Pequire the above noted approval.

9.3 Cha_es to the Configuration Control Description Document are to be handed as
Class I ehanges,
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10.0 Specifications

Qualification Plight speeifieation requirements are as defined in table 1.

Table 1. Specifications
w_

ARA.
NO. PARAMETER VALUE

L0.1 Saturation Characteristics

10.1.1 Prequeney, GHz 12.038,-12.123

10.1.2 Gain, dB 30 +2, -1

10.1.3 Output Power, Pos, Min., W " 180
: 10.1.4 Overall Effieie--y, Min., % 40

10.1.5 £C Input Power, Max., W 500

10.1.6 Beam Transmission at 50°C
baseplate, Min., % 92

: 10.1.7 AM/PM (Pos to Pos -2 riB), °/dB 6
. 10.1.8 Saeond Order phase deviation, Max., °/MHz ° 0.3

10.1.9 Harmonic Output PoWer
2rid and 3rd, Max., dBm 23

10.1.10 Thermal Input to Baseplate, Max., W 150

10.2 Small Signal Charaetgrls_es
(Po = SaturatiOn Po -10 riB)

10.2.1 Gain Variation, peak to peak, dB 5

10.2.2 Gain below 11.928 GHz, Max., dB 20

10.3• __ NoiSe Figln,e, Max., dB 40

10.4 Differential Gain (3 to 23 dB

below• PoS), dB ±0.7
10.5 SpurioUs Output Power (Pd : 0

and Pals, exeludin_ harmonieally
related signals)

a. In any 4 kHz band between
14.0 and 14.3 GHz, (IBm -10

b. In any 100 MH_ band between
• 10.0 and 18.0 GHz, (IBm -10

• i0.0 Overdrive without OSTdamage,

a. CohtinuOu_, Max., dBm +99

b. 8heft Term, <0.6 see, Max., dBm +43.4
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_+:i Table 1. Specifications (Continued)

7:- '-E

--_ PARA
....:i NO. PARAMETER VALUE

'i

.++;

---_- 10.? Power Pr,OeessorReqUirementS
:i-+_:" (_et to OSTdec_ ValUes)

_/ 10.7.1 Cathode Voltage with respect
+

!i.. to ground,kV 11.3 _+0.3.__ .=

Li._ 10.7.2 Anode Voltage with respectto ground, V 350 _+200
_,_;,

=_!+ 10.7.3 Anode Current, Max., mA .. 0.1
-,_' 10.7.4 Heater Current, (constant:--_,

-_, current supply), A 1.3 +,0.I
+ ;,;

.}. 10.7.5 Heater Voltage with respect,. to cathode, Max, V 4.2 V

:: 10.7.6 Body Current Overload Trip, mA 10
:_: 10.7.7 Ion Pump Supply Voltage, kV 2.3 - 3.3

ili 10.7.8 Ion Pump Current Overload Trip
-)): (sum of two pumps), pA 10

_ 10.7.9 Collector Voltages, Eleetrode
#1 - #10. (% of cathodevoltage) O,20, 30, 40,

:_: 50, 60, 70, 80
'. 90 and 100.

{; 10.7.10 Baseplate Temperature, operating, °C 0 to +58
a. At turn-on, °C -15 to +58

...... b...Non-Operating, °C -20 to +65• _"

,,. 10.8 Refocusing Magnetic l_leld PM

10.9 Weight OST, Max, Ib 20.02 (11.8 gg)
+.. 10.10 Design Life, yr 2

_, 10.11 Waveguide Type WR-75

+S:

_+,,
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LITTON L-$394 TWT

FINAL DATA PACKAGE

I. Determine the OperatingParameters

A. From the preliminary data ehooseand record the oi_ti_um

1. Cathode voltage
2. Anode voltage
3. Heater current

B.. Measureand record the actual heater voltage and oathodeeurrent.

1. Measure the heater voltage at the socket with a DVM with cathode
voltage off.

2. Measure the actual eathOdeeurrent with a floating Standard.

C. Determine the drive power to get the "best shape"over the NASA band, (+23
dBm is the maximum eUOwable drive power).

1. Change to single frequency at 12.080 GHz and record the drive power.

2. CalCulate and reoord the drive power for saturation drive pluS3 clBand
saturation drive plus 6 dBat 12.080 GHz.

3. At single frequency at 12.080 GHz meaSUre and record the chive power
necessaryto achieve:

a. Saturation output -3 dBm.
b. Saturation output-10 dBm.

IV Plot_ of OutpUt Power, Phase versus Frequency.

A. X-Y Recorder settingg.

I. X-Axis

a. Frequency 12,030 to 12.130 GHz at 10 MHz/dtv. (100 mV/div.)

2. Y-Axis

a. Output Power at 1 dBm/div.
b. Phaseat 10°/div.

B. Plots _equiredat 35°C baseplate.

1. OutpUt power',phaseversusfrequ_tley at sat_atiol_ chive +6 dB.

L Output power, ph_e versu_frequency at saturation drive +3 dB.

3. Odtput power, phase Versusfrequency at _atUration chive.

4. Output power, phase versus fteqUendy at _atUcatlonOUtput-3 dB.

5. Output power, phase versusfrequency at satmatfon output -10 dB.
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C. Plots requ|_ed at 65°C baseplate.

I. OUtput power, phase versus frequency at saturation drive +6 dB.

2. Output power, phase versus f_equeney at saturation drive +3 dE.

3. Output power, phase versus frequenoy at saturation drive.

4. Output power, phase versus frequency at satiation output -3 dB.

5. Output power, pha._e versus frequency at saturation output -10 dE.

IIL Plot of Output Power, Forward Power Deteotor Voltage versus Frequency,

A. X-Y Recorder" settings. ,,.
1. X-Axis

a. Frequency 12.030 to 12.130 GHz at 10 MHz/div.

2. Y-Axis

a__Output power at I dBm/div.

b. Forward Power Detector Voltage at 20 mY/div.

B. P.tots required at 35 to 65_)C.

1. Output power, ForWat'dPower Detector Voltage versus frequency.

IV. Plot of Saturated Output Power versus Frequency.

A. X-Y Reeorder settings.
I. X-Axis

= a. Ft'equeney 12,030 to 12.130 GHz 10 MHz/div.

2. Y-Axis

a. Output power at I dBm/div.

B. Plot required at 35 to 65°C.

1. Saturated Output Power versus Frequency.

a. On the plot saturate and mark the output powei' at 11 frequencies in 10
MHz increments.

b, On the plot record the drive power nee(_ai_y to achieve saturation.

V. Plot of Body Current versus l_requen_y.

A. X-Y ReCorder setting.

1. l_requeney 12.030 to 12.130 GHz at 10 MHz/div.

2. BOdy current at 2 mAldJv.

: B. Plot requi_od at 35 to 65°C.

1. Body current versus frequency at Pd Sat. +6 dB, Pd Sat., and Po sat. -10
dB.
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VI. Plots of Output Power, Phase versus Drive Power.

A. X-Y Recorder settings.

1. X-Axis

a. Drive Power at 5 dBm/div.

',,_ 2. Y-Axls

:' a. Output Power at $ dBm/div.

b. Phase at 10°/dtv.

B. Plots requit'ed at 35 to 65°C. ""

1. Output Power, Phase versus D_ive Power at 12.040 GHZ from Pd Sat. +3
: dB to Po Sat. -30 dB.

2. OutpUt Power, Phase versus Drive Power at 12.080 GHz from Pd.Sat. +3
i! dB to Po Sat. -30 dB.
_r

_:_*', 3. Output Power, Phase versus Drive Power at 12.120 GHz from Pd Sat, +3
__ dB to Po Sat. -30 dB.

_ VIL Plot of Forward Power Detectoe_Maltage versus Output Power.

A. X-Y Recorder settings

!_. I. X-Axls
!':: a. Output Power at 5 dBmldlv.

_0 2.___Y-AXis

_: a. Forward Power Detector Voltage at 50 m¥/div.
_::
_, B. Plot required at 35 to 65°C

_. 1. Porwat,d Power Detector Voltage versus OUtpUtPower at 12.040,.12.080
i!. and 12.120 GH_.from Pd Sat. +3 dB to Pc Sat. -30 dB.

:; VHL Plot of Reverse Power Detector Voltage versus Reverse Power.

_!:; A._X-Y. Recorder settings.

i_ 1. X-Axis

._ a. Rever_e Power at $ dBm/div.

_' 2. Y-Axis

' a. Reverse Power Detector Voltage I00 mVldlv.

_: 9. Plot required at 35 to 8S°C

:_" 1. ReVerse PoWer Detector Voltage versus Reverse Dower at 1_.040, 1_.080
_,;.. and 12.120 GHz from +35 dBm to +I0 dBm.

i:
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IX. Pl0t of Reverse Power Detector Voltage, ReverSe Power versus I_requeney.

A. X-Y Reeorde_ settings.

1. X-Axis

a. Frequency 12.030 to 12.130 GHz at 10 MHz/div.

2. Y-AxiS

a..Reverse Power Detectoe Voltage at 50 mV/div.

b. Reverse PoWer at 5 dBm/div.

B. Plot required at 35 to 65°C

1. Reverse Power Detector Power Voltage, Reverse Power _ frequency
at Reverse Power equal to +30 dBm at 12.080 GHz.

X. Pulse Output Power versus Frequency.

A._ X-Y .Recorder settings.
1._X-Axis

a. Frequency 11,750 to 12,250 GHz at 50 MHz/div.

2. Y-Axis

a. OUtput Power at 5 dBm/div.

B. Peak Power Meter Settings.

1. Internal Trigger

2. Trigger delay 2.5 psec.

3. Trigger Reset maximum

C. Plot required at $5 to 65°C

1. Output Power versus Frequency at Po Set.--10 dB at 1% duty with a 50
psee pulse.

XI. VidaL"Date

A. Data at 35 and 65°C.

1. At 11 frequencies irl 10 MHz increments from 12,030 to 1_.130 GHz, take
data at drive powers adequate to produce:

a. Satiated Output Power.

b. Saturated Output Power -3 (iBm.

e. Sate/lied Output Power -10 dBM.

2. No drive.
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